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Brown recluse spiders are apparently crawling around University 
Housing as indicated from recent phone calls to Facilities 
Management. The calls regarded bites and possible treatment.
A a r o n  S u d h o l t
N e w s  R e p o r t e r
A venomous spider known 
as the brown recluse is once 
again making its home in Cougar 
Village this spring.
Housing Associate Director
Bob Legate said that this 
semester there were eight calls to 
Facilities M anagement asking for 
treatment in housing for spiders, 
though the kind o f spider was 
never specified.
B iology p rofessor Paul 
Brunkow said homes offer the
spiders m any h id ing  spots -  
perhaps even more than in the 
wild.
The brown recluse spider is 
known for hiding in dark and 
undisturbed places and lives in 
the M idwest.
N orm ally , brow n recluse 
spiders will hibernate during the 
w inter and becom e active in the 
spring, but those indoors can 
rem ain active all year.
“The spiders are really 
starting to wake up,” Brunkow 
said. “Human habitation allows 
them to stay active year around.” 
C ougar Village apartm ents 
can have many hiding spots for 
brown recluses. They can often 
hide in boxes, under furniture and 
in dark corners.
“This is the tim e o f the year 
we see the spider m ovem ent.” 
Legate said. "They com e back in 
the spring.”
One com plaint was in Bluff 
Hall and three in the last half of 
M arch and four in April were for 
C ougar Village.
All requests for treatm ent o f 
spiders were com pleted within a 
week, Legate said.
B eginning last year, 
Facilities M anagem ent treated 
apartments in Cougar Village for 
pests.
One sp ider inciden t that 
involved a bite was reported to 
Facilities M anagem ent on March 
23. According to the report, the 
doctor o f the C ougar V illage 
resident who was bitten said it 
might have been a brown recluse 
bite, but it was still unconfirm ed.
Legate refused to release the 
nam e o f the resident citing 
privacy concerns.
If residents have a probtem 
with sp iders, L egate said 
Facilities M anagem ent is 
available to help.
"The most proactive thing 
students can do is call us,” Legate 
said.
Brunkow said that the best 
way to avoid brow n recluse 
spiders is to keep corners clean of 
cobwebs, clean out underneath
beds, com ers and closets, and 
clean up small insects they may 
eat.
Brown recluse spiders, like 
all spiders, are predators and hunt 
for food.
“ If you have areas that have 
a food supply w ith cockroaches 
or little beetles, they eat them ,” 
Brunkow said.
Brown recluse spiders have a 
brown color and hairless bodies. 
They also have a violin-shaped 
m arking on their heads with the 
neck pointing to their abdom en, 
which is where they get their 
nicknam e fiddleback.
Brunkow said their bodies 
could grow as long as an inch to 
an inch and a half including leg 
span.
A nother com m on spider to 
the area , know n as- the w olf 
spider, is often m istaken for the 
brown recluse. Brunkow said that 
the w olf spider is brown and 
about the same size. However, 
unlike the brown recluse, it has a
see SPIDERS, page 5
A l e s t l e  S t a f f  P h o t o
Sophomore biology major Kyle Stansbery and freshman 
Stephanie Davis chat about the numerous rubber ducks 
surrounding the rock Tuesday on the Stratton Quadrangle.
Spring grads to bid farewell
A l e s t l e  S t a f f  R e p o r t
More than 1,525 students are 
expected to graduate from  SIUE 
during spring com m encem ent. 
Three separate cerem onies will 
be held Saturday, M ay 6, in the 
Vadalabene Center.
According to a press release, 
the College o f Arts and Sciences 
will hold com m encem ent at 9 
a.m ., while« candidates in the 
Schools o f E ducation and 
Nursing will receive diplom as at
the 1 p.m. ceremony. Candidates 
in the School o f Business and the 
School o f Engineering will 
graduate at the 5 p.m. ceremony.
The ceremonies are expected 
to be sim ilar to those in previous 
years.
“ I t ’s the sam e fo rm at,” 
Natasha Bowen, secretary in the 
provost’s office, said.
Senior history  m ajor 
Zachary K nebel w ill be the 
student speaker at the 9 a.m. 
ceremony, while nursing student
Deidre Boente will speak at the 1 
p.m . cerem ony. S tudent Body 
President Cindy H olesko, who 
will receive her m aster’s degree 
in business adm inistration, will 
speak at the 5 p.m . ceremony. 
A ccording to B ow en, student 
speakers were selected by the 
deans.
SIU E Foundation  Board 
m em ber Rita Hardy will receive 
the SIUE D istinguished Service 
Award at the 5 p.m . cerem ony in
see GRADUATION, page 4Board of Trustees wants to hear from you at next meeting
M a t t h e w  S c h r o y e r
N e w s  S t r i n g e r
The Southern Illinois 
University Board o f Trustees will 
hear student concerns in its 
meeting at 10 a.m., Tuesday in 
the M orris University Center.
The meeting will take place 
in the Conference C enter and not 
the M eridian B allroom , as 
previously planned.
Students can be heard for 30
m inutes, o r longer if  tim e 
perm its, before the board 
considers the university  fee 
increases.
“Students sign in ahead and 
that’s it,” Vice C hancellor for 
Student A ffairs Narbeth 
Emmanuel said in a telephone 
interview. “There will be a book 
at the entrance.”
Students will also give the 
board a p resentation  on the 
proposed Student A cadem ic
Success Center.
“There will be a presentation 
involving the pro ject,” 
Emmanuel said.
T he board usua lly  m eets 
every  second T uesday o f the 
month in either Edwardsville or 
Carbondale, but the meeting was 
pushed back to allow  students to 
approach the board about fee 
increases.
According to the meeting
see BOARD, page 4Recent scares prompt brown recluse spider awareness
Rubber duckie rock
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A f f o r d a b l e  A u t o  I n s u r a n c e
•  SR-22
•  Monthly installments
•  Local Agent
Motorcycle and renter's Insurance a v a ila b le , too.
Alestle adviser hitting the road
C
Call One O f Our Agents Today! Cassens Insurance Agency
400 St. Louis Street • Edwardsville
656-6074
SALES • RENTALS • LESSONS •  REPAIRS
o jo 's  Music
Guitars •  Drums •  Band & Orchestra Instruments 
PA & Sound Equipment •  Sheet Music
142 N.Main Street •  Edwardsville, Illinois 62025 •  6 1 8 .6 5 5 .1 6 0 0
uiuiui.mojosmusic.com
Metro East M ini - Storage
5141 Chain o f Rocks Road, Edwardsville II.
Need Storage for Summer Break?
Conveniently Located 1 Mile from Campus! 
When you need to store, look for the green door!
N
Special 10% Discount For 
SIUE students!
Please call (618) 656 - 1200
to Reserve your unit today!
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Mass Communications professor and Alestle adviser Mike Montgomery, who has spent more than 
a decade teaching aspiring journalists and seven years guiding SlUE’s newspaperis retiring. 
Montgomery plans to spend more time at his other job at WBGZ1570-AM in Alton.
Z a c h  G r o v e s  
N e w s  E d i t o r
For more than 30 years, mass 
com m unications p ro fessor and 
A lestle adv iser M ike 
M ontgom ery has m ade an impact 
in the journalism  w orld, whether 
he was in the new sroom  or the 
classroom .
M ontgom ery is saying 
farew ell to both in July. He 
leaves behind more than a decade 
o f teaching and helping aspiring 
journalists go out and find the 
tru th .
A ccording to M ass 
C om m unications D epartm ent 
C hair Patrick M urphy, 
M ontgom ery’s hands-on teaching 
approach w ith his students 
speaks volum es abou t his 
presence in the departm ent.
“M ike probably  touches 
more students in term s o f one-on- 
one interaction in the classroom  
and has always been an excellent 
instructor,” M urphy said.
M ontgom ery said that seeing 
his reporters, students and other 
pupils bring their talent to the 
next level gives him a sense of 
pride and is one o f the main 
reasons he decided to  en ter 
teaching.
“I always enjoyed w orking 
with reporters and seeing the 
light go on in their eyes when 
they have learned som eth ing  
new,” M ontgom ery said. “How 
to be a better reporter, how to 
take a better photograph (and) 
how to do their craft better. I 
alw ays enjoyed tha t. So I 
thought, ‘W ell, if I enjoyed that, 
maybe I ought to try doing that in 
the classroom .’”
M ontgom ery w as a 
journalism  nomad prior to his 
teaching career. A fter starting as 
a copy boy at the St. Louis 
G lobe-Dem ocrat in the 1960s, he 
took on a part-tim e role as a 
m unicipalities reporter while 
studying aeronautical engineering
at Parks College in St. Louis 
University.
Montgomery said his career 
direction  changed when 
“differential equations and I did 
not get along.”
A fter graduating  with an 
adm inistration  degree,
M ontgomery served in the Army 
for five years, including a tour in 
Vietnam, before returning to the 
G lobe-D em ocrat in 1973. He 
w orked as a federal courts
M ontgom ery then shuffled 
between the O ceanside Blade- 
Tribune in northern San Diego 
County, Calif., the now-folded 
M iami N ew s and C ity News 
Service in Los A ngeles. He 
became the executive editor of 
the Leader N ew spapers in Los 
Angeles. The ow ner o f that group 
later transferred him to the Alton 
Telegraph, where he worked as 
the editor until 1994. He was 
fired after running a political
My philosophy of news was 
seven words: ‘Get it first and 
get it right.
~Retiring Mass Communications professor and 
Alestle Adviser M ike Montgomery
reporter and eventually moved up 
the city desk under local 
newspaper legend Bill Feustel.
M ontgom ery picked up 
Feustel’s newswriting philosophy 
on “making damn sure you knew 
w hat you w ere do in g ” when 
getting a story and assem bling it. 
The philosophy influenced his 
ongoing news approach.
“Years afterw ard, I would go 
on various job  interviews and I 
would be asked, ‘W hat is your 
philosophy o f new s?” ’ 
M ontgom ery said. “My 
philosophy o f news was seven 
words: ‘Get it first and get it 
right.’”
He spent some tim e in public 
relations in the m id-1980s, but 
returned to the G lobe and worked 
there until it folded in 1986. The 
paper underwent three ownership 
changes, including owners Bill 
Francke and John Prentiss, who 
closed it dow n perm anently  
while M ontgomery was the city 
editor.
cartoon that criticized the buyout 
of local banks.
M ontgomery then decided to 
go to graduate school at SIUE 
and took up b roadcasting  at 
W BGZ 1570-AM in Alton while 
he was in school. He earned 
significant experience along the 
way and eventually taught it in 
his audio production classes.
“ As the ed ito r o f the 
Telegraph, I was kind o f a known 
character around town and after I 
lost my job  at the Telegraph, the 
people who ow ned  the radio 
station asked if I would like to 
come do editorials,” M ontgomery 
said. “I started off doing a once- 
a-week editorial and eventually 
parlayed that into five days a 
week, my own three-hour drive­
time program .”
M ontgom ery, w ho still 
works at the station part time, 
said he plans to w ork there five 
days a week once he retires.
see GOODBYE, page 5
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Engineers get race motor running
P h o t o  C o u r t e s y  o f  M a t t h e w  S c h r o y e r  
Senior engineering majors James Sartoris, left, and Dave 
Trojahn, right, work on the Formula SIUE racer while fellow 
senior engineering major Paul Gibson tries out the seat. The car 
will compete for the Society of Automotive Engineers Formula 
Competition at Detroit in May.
M a t t h k w  S c h r o y e r
N e w s  S t r in c .f r
Weathered like an old pair of 
jeans and dusty like an antique -  
the unassum ing p lant in the 
shadow o f  the SIUE w ater tower 
appears ordinary.
But walk inside and one may 
see sparks, flames and students 
who are w orking hard on an 
autom obile.
“In two weeks, we roll it 
out,” Senior engineering major 
Dave Trojahn said, referring to 
the race car the Form ula SIUE 
team  is using for the Society of 
Autom otive Engineers Formula 
Com petition.
The car is fully designed and 
constructed by SIUE students, 
mostly mechanical engineering 
m ajors, and is pow ered by a 
motorcycle engine.
According to Trojahn, while 
the engine looks sm all, the car 
will be qu icker than m ost 
anything on the street.
“It will go from zero to 60 
mph in under four seconds, 
which is on par with a Dodge 
Viper,” Trojahn said.
The car will be representing 
SIUE and will com pete against 
more than 120 cars from schools 
across the g lobe. The 
com petition, which is held in 
Detroit, consists o f several events
that push cars to the limit of 
perform ance but will also judge 
cars on other aspects, such as fuel 
econom y, ingenuity  and 
cost.
The car does not run with 
only hopes and dream s. Cost is a 
m ajor lim iting fac to r fo r the 
team , which has so far received 
$7,000 from various benefactors, 
with SIUE being one o f them.
The team  also  generated  
$6,000 from its own fundraising 
efforts.
“We are always looking for 
sponsors.” Trojahn said.
According to Trojahn, the 
hardest part o f  the contest is 
simply getting through it.
“We want to win Rookie 
Team o f the Year and finish all 
parts o f the race,” he said. “The 
endurance portion is 40 percent 
o f the race.”
To w in the endurance 
portion, the car will have to make 
a 14-mile run w ithout breaking 
down. Trojahn said that is no 
small feat.
W inning is not the only 
objective for this group. The SAE 
heralds the program  as an 
opportunity for young engineers 
to earn practical experience and 
be a part o f  a group effort.
T rojahn also has higher 
goals in m ind for Form ula SIUE.
Trojahn said he wants the 
program to be the “cornerstone of 
the School o f Engineering.
The com petition  begins 
Friday, M ay 19.
S p r i n g  G r e e n  L o d g e  p l a n s  n o t  g r o w i n g
M a t t h e w  S c h r o y e r
N e w s  S t r i n g e r
Spring has sprung , but 
developm ent for the Spring 
Green Lodge still has not.
Chancellor Vaughn
V andegrift hailed the lodge, 
planned for the co rner of 
U niversity  Park D rive and 
Illinois Route 157, as “ the 
Edwardsville area’s first upscale 
hotel and conference center.”
A ccording to an O ctober 
A lestle artic le , ground  was 
broken on the project in August,
but the site was deserted when 
financing was w ithdrawn.
The site rem ains an empty
lot.
“Phase one w as the 
foundation ,” U niversity  Park 
D irector Jim Pennekam p, who 
leased the space to Spring Green 
Lodge Developer Todd Schaw, 
said.
Phase tw o, which involved 
financing, was when the plans 
went awry.
“The term s w ere not 
agreeable,” Pennekam p said.
Financial negotiations
resum ed in January  w ith the 
Illinois F inance A uthority  
a ttem pting  to m ake a credit 
package with three local banks to 
spur developm ent.
“T here are no new 
developm ents,” Schaw said. He 
declined to say if  any new parties 
were involved in finance 
negotiations.
Pennekam p still supports the 
project and is optim istic that the 
lodge will be built eventually.
“All indications are that they 
are going to build the lodge,” he 
said.
Campus Scanner
[P o tte ry ^C h ec l^H iM h ^W ag n er 
Potters Association Ceram ic and 
Glass sale from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
[Friday and Saturday in the Art 
and Design B uilding A trium . 
¡This could be a great opportunity 
to pick out the right gift, created 
by students, faculty and friends, 
for M other’s Day. For more 
information, contact the Art and 
Design B uilding at
650-3071.
Food : To prepare for fi nal s , joi n 
U nited C am pus M inistry  and 
C atholic Cam pus M inistry  in 
Soup for Finals. Students can 
enjoy soup and study for finals 
from II a.m. to I p.m. Monday 
through Thursday, May 4, at the 
R eligious Center. For more
inform ation, contact Paul at 
650-3248.
Student Appreciation: Students 
may enjoy free hot dogs, chips 
and drinks from  the M orris 
University Center from 11 a.m. 
to !:30 p.m. Wednesday in front 
o f the M UC. S tudents m ust 
present the ir student ID. For 
more inform ation, contact the 
MUC A dm inistration office at 
650-2305.
Graduates: The Student Affairs 
Office and PepsiCo, Inc., want to 
congratulate 2006 graduates by 
having a soda giveaway from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m . M onday and 
Tuesday betw een Peck 
Hall, Founder's  Hall and the 
Science Building. School IDs are
not required.
Tobacco Counseling: The
American Lung A ssociation of 
Illinois is p rov id ing  the 
Illinois Tobacco Q uitline. 
R egistered nurses, respiratory 
therapists and addiction 
counselors staff the toll-free line. 
Counseling is free to residents of 
Illino is. T hose interested 
should call (866) QUIT-YES. 
Hot line hours are from  7 a.m. to 
6 p.m . M onday through 
Friday.
Alcoholics Anonymous: The
Gut Level G roup will meet at 7 
p.m. Saturday in the Religious 
Center. This is an open meeting 
o f Alcoholics Anonym ous and 
Al-Anon.
r f t o l l g w o o d  ★  T a n
Two Mystic Tans 
$19.99
Located next to Denny's in front of Wal-Mart 
www.hollywoodtanco.com 6 5 6 -8 2 6 6
h Q U S
r u f l  S e r v i c e  N a i l  S  a lo n
1003 CENTURY DR., EDWARDSVILLE, IL 62025 






Promotion Expires May 30, 2006
Monday thru Friday - 9:30am - 7:30pm 
Saturday - 9:30am - 7:00pm
Gift Certificates & Tanning Packages
Nail and Tanning Products Available
Daily Lunch Specials Plus Drink Only $5.99 




FRIES & I 
MILKSHAKE |
.9 9 1
r  —  —  —  —  —  1
11/2 ORDER BISCUITS 
. & GRAVY, 2 EGGS, 
2 SAUSAGES OR 
I BACON & SILVER 
| DOLLAR PANCAKES
I $ 4 . 9 9 ^
Expires May 5, 2006
Edwardsville Only I  I  Edwardsville Only 
 B B ExDires Mav 5. 20p y , 06 r
1 0 2 7  CENTURY DR. UNIVERSITY POINT 2  EDWARDSVILLE, IL6 9 2 - 1 3 4 5
Sunday - Thursday 7am-10pm 
Friday and Saturday 7am-llpm
BREAKFAST SERVED ALL DAY
WWW.THEALESTLE .COM T h u r s d a y , A p r il  2 7 ,2 0 0 6
Just a click away... 
www.thealestle.com
Departments get fund increase
BUICK J p ONTIÄc ]  j^ O L D S  | f  I
Four Flags Motors, Inc. 
STU D EN T AUTO CENTER
"Setting new standards in student car purchases"
Discount Prices on 
Domestic & Foreign Models 
Special Financing Availible
(618) 656 -6340  
(314) 355-0703  
(866) 390-3687(IL)
Edwardsville*Glen Carbon
A c ro s s  the  s tre e t  from  
L o w e s  o n  159
Ask for Chris or Russ 
Complete Satisfaction Guaranteed
MIDWEST










BIG BURRITOS BIGGER TASTE
Show your SIUE student ID or faculty ID and recieve free chips 
and salsa or medium drink with purchase of $5.00 or more. 
(excluding tax & alcohol, limit one per person)
659-0048
1031 Century Dr. • Edwardsville, IL 62025 • (Behind Kriegers)
H o l l y  M e y e r
N e w s  S t r in g e r
Seven o f S IU E ’s 
departments are splitting $74,000 
thanks to their participation in the 
Senior Assignm ent Fund for the 
2006-07 academ ic year.
The Com puter Science, Art 
and D esign , E lectrica l and 
Com puter Engineering,
C hem istry, Psychology, M ass 
C om m unications and M usic 
departments applied for and are 
receiving their share o f this large 
sum of money.
O f these departm ents, only 
the M ass C om m unications, 
Psychology and C hem istry  
Departm ents were im m ediately 
available for com m ent.
“The senior assignm ent 
program  is very good  for 
undergraduates,” chem istry  
professor Eric Voss said . “ It 
encourages students, and allows 
them to do hands-on projects.”
“I think senior assignm ent is 
one o f the unique parts o f the 
undergraduate program  at SIU E,” 
psychology Chair Bryce Sullivan 
said. “It dem onstrates w hat the 
(students) have learned.”
GRADUATION-from page 1
honor o f her contributions to the 
university and com m unity. Peter 
Pastreich  w ill rece ive  an 
honorary doctorate o f Humane 
Letters at the 9 a.m. cerem ony in 
recognition o f his work in the
BOARD------------
from page 1
agenda, increases are being 
considered for tuition, housing 
and meal plans, as well as eight 
fee increases and tw o new 
fees.
Am ong the proposed
Senior assignm ents are a 
requirement at SIUE regardless 
o f what major a student chooses.
According to Douglas Eder, 
who is part o f the Undergraduate 
Assessm ent and the 
U ndergraduate Research
Academy, every senior has to 
undertake a project that 
demonstrates their knowledge of 
their major.
“ It is S IU E ’s signature 
pedagogue,” Eder said. “It has 
given SIUE quite a bit o f fam e.”
The $74,000 was given to 
these seven departm ents to 
enhance the senior assignments.
“The purpose o f the fund is 
to enhance existing senior 
assignm ents so as to promote 
joint student-faculty scholarship, 
and to serve as an indicator o f the 
university’s serious commitment 
to excellence in undergraduate 
education ,” according to the 
senior assignment Web site.
A ccording to Voss, the 
Chemistry Department plans to 
use its share o f the money on 
undergraduate research.
“A large part o f the money is 
spent on student projects and 
presenting their research at a
professional level,” Voss said.
Eder said that in the past the 
Chemistry D epartment has used 
the money they received from 
this fund bring in “a Nobel Peace 
Prize winner to be a reviewer of 
the senior assignm ents.”
The Psychology Department 
plans to use the money to “cover 
one half-tim e salary  o f  the 
graduate assistant coordinator for 
the senior assignm ent, funding 
for the travel o f  students to 
present their research  and to 
support the travel o f the senior 
assignm ent m entor,” Sullivan 
said.
M ass com m unications 
professor Judith Landers said the 
M ass C om m unications
Department has used its money to 
attend the American Advertising 
Federation’s national
competition.
According to Eder, all o f the 
money is part o f  the provost 
funding, which is “state money. 
“It is given to us by the tax 
payers,” Eder said.
For more information on the 
assignm ent fund, visit 
siue .edu/assessment/srafund .html.
establishment o f the M ississippi 
River Festival. Pastreich will also 
be the speaker at the 1 p.m. 
ceremony.
According to the National 
A ssociation o f C olleges and
Em ployers, opportun ities for 
2006 college graduates are more 
favorable than in past years. Job 
availability  is expected  to 
increase by 9.1 percent for SIUE 
graduates.
increases are a $23.25 
increase in the textbook rental 
fee and a $305 increase for 
shared rooms in the residence 
halls.
The board of trustees Web
site said rate increases 
are because o f operating cost and 
inflation increases.
For more inform ation, visit 
siu.edu/bot/.
TOP 10 NickelFlix RENTALS:
1) Hostel
2) Namta: The lion , the Witch and the Wardrobe 
i )  Fun with Dick and Jane
4) Wolf Creek
5) Broke back Mountain
6) King Koag
7) Greatest Game Ever Played
8) Derailed
9) A» Unfinished Life









N k i r i l l x  A nbN R S tN i D V D  r m ta L  I jam trr I r v r l  o f  A e  V lo c r i*  I  n k r n t i f ?  t i l l i n ’ .
Looking for the winning numbers
A n d y  R a th n o w /4  lestle
Freshmen business administration major Kyle Reinneck and accounting major Lindsey Brown 
take a break from their studies to play bingo during Wednesday’s Cougar Craze in the Morris 
University Center's Goshen Lounge.
T h u r sd a y , A p r il  2 7 , 2 0 0 6 WWW.THEALESTLE .COM
SPIDERS
from  page 1
hairy body and is not venomous.
“We have quite a diversity of 
spiders on cam pus,” he said.
Brunkow said spiders can be 
useful in the home because they 
k ill insects that m ay inhabit 
homes. Brown recluse spiders, 
how ever, are not som ething 
you’d want to have there, he added.
Brown recluse spiders are 
not aggressive and will only bite 
if  a person o r anim al m akes 
contact with it. Bites often occur 
because someone will put their 
hand in a dark com er or onto a 
spot the spider inhabits.
Bites from  brown recluse 
spiders begin with red sw elling, a 
different reaction than bites from 
o ther sp ider species, which 
usually do not swell. A fter that, 
cells near the bite will begin to 
die from the venom and necrosis, 
or the death or decay o f tissue, 
will begin to appear. This can 
lead to scarring and infection.
“(It’s a) wound that resists
GOODBYE-------from page 2
Before earning his m aster’s 
degree in 1997, he taugh t at 
Lewis and C lark C om m unity 
College in Godfrey as well as at 
SIUE.
“Just after A ugust '97  I 
taught for one year under 
contract with the school and the 
A lestle job  opened up,” 
M ontgom ery said. “The Alestle 
had been under the vice 
chancellor o f Student Affairs and 
(M ass C om m unications
professor) R alph D onald , our 
form er departm ent chair, got that 
put under the M ass C om m , 
umbrella, which, w ell, I think it 
should be.”
M ontgomery added that the 
paper had mediocre leadership 
and no professional guidance.
Public Affairs D irector Greg 
Conroy, who w orked with 
M ontgom ery at the G lobe- 
D em ocrat, said he saw  a 
significant change in the A lestle’s 
style once M ontgom ery took 
over.
“1 used to see big typos in 
the headlines and I used to see 
typos throughout (the paper),” 
Conroy said. “1 don’t see that 
much anymore. In my m ind that 
tells me som ething. But after 
M ike cam e on board  things 
seemed to change ... the quality 
seemed to go up.”
The change led to numerous 
successful years, including 2002, 
when the Alestle picked up 14 
awards at the Illinois College 
Press Association banquet.
Form er A lestle E d ito r in 
C hief Brian W allheimer, who led 
the award-winning staff that year, 
said w hile M ontgom ery was 
tough on his students and would- 
be journalists, he was dedicated 
and did whatever he could to help 
them.
“(M ontgomery) really wants 
the paper to do well and the 
students to do well and comes
all attempts to heal it,” Brunkow 
said.
Reaction to the venom  can 
be overnight or take a few days. 
The effect can vary by the 
ind iv idual’s body chem istry , 
prior exposure to the sp ider’s 
venom and strength o f imm une 
system.
Bites m ay no t even  hurt 
initially.
If you think you ’ve been 
bitten by a brown recluse spider, 
safely try to capture it. A proper 
treatm ent can be determ ined 
much more quickly if it can be 
immediately confirm ed to be a 
brown recluse bite instead o f 
waiting for symptoms to develop, 
w hich can vary by v ictim . 
Freezing the spider in a container 
will kill it but keep its body intact 
for safe identification.
“If they have a condition that 
needs m edical a tten tion , they 
should call the ir m edical 
provider,” Legate said.
across strongly about tha t,” 
W allheimer said. “H e lets you 
know when you screwed up and 
lets you know when you do well 
... He taught you how to do it the 
right away.”
“He is a very good person to 
work with students,” W allheimer 
said. “He can relate to you.”
W allheim er added he still 
keeps in touch with M ontgom ery 
and asks for help on writing 
stories.
M ontgom ery said he is 
going to miss interacting with 
students and learning “another 
generation’s thinking.
“ I find it in trigu ing  and 
interesting ... som e o f the 
concerns that you guys have as 
20-som ething peop le ,”
M ontgomery said. “I am really 
going to miss the interchange, 
exchange o f ideas and 
information (with) the students.”
As M ontgom ery picks up his 
briefcase and leaves behind years 
o f journalistic influence at SIUE, 
he said he hopes future 
journalists will continue to keep 
the public up-to-date in an 
accurate, ob jec tive , fa ir and 
balanced fashion.
“ If you want to be a good 
journalist, seek the truth and have 
within your heart and soul and 
mind the knowledge o f w hat is 
the tru th ,” M ontgom ery said. 
“Go out and find things that 
people should know about. You 
cannot force them to read it or 
look at it.
“But when you tell people 
about tax inequ ities, unfair 
treatm ent, corrup t o fficials, 
people who abuse their pow er at 
the expense o f others and you can 
find reporters, people to go out 
and dig up the details and prove it 
to the public ,” M ontgom ery 
added, “then you are m aking a 
better society day in and day 
out.”
ATTENTION:
Healthy Adult Men and Women 
Looking for Tuition Assistance? 
Would You Like to Study 
and Get Paid for it?
Earn $400  - $4000
Y o u  M a y  Q u a l i f y  i f :
• You are a healthy adult, male or female (18 or older)• Take no medications on a regular basis• Have no current health problems• Available for 24 - 48 hour stays at our facility
You can earn hundreds of dollars and help generic drugs obtain FDA 
approval. Gateway Medical Research, Inc. has been conducting 
research for pharmaceutical companies for years and thousands of people 
have participated. Find out how easy it can be to earn $$$, call our 
recruiters at (618) 655-0661 or (636) 946-2110, or visit our 
website at www.gatewavmedical.com
Gateway Medical Research, Inc. 
400 Fountain Lakes Blvd.
St. Charles, MO 63301
Morris University Center
Upcoming Events
Celebrating Poetry Month 
20% Off Poetry Books 
April 3-29, 2006
Thursday Steak Special for $6.99 (+Tax)
Salad Bar & Choice Sirloin Strip Steak w/baked potato 
available every Thursday from 11 -2pm.
Located upper level of MUC
H a f t ©
April 27, 2006 8pm-11:30pm 
Relax & enjoy live performance by Matt Steel 
Located main level of MUC
May 1, 2006 11am-1pm 
Enjoy live performance by Drew Schmidt 
Goshen Lounge
Finals Week 
Enjoy free hot dog, chips, & drink 
Wednesday, May 3, 2006 11am-1:30pm 
Outside north entrance of MUC 
Please bring your student ID
Tony D’Souza May 1, 2006 
Stop by the Bookstore for time and location
© o Q 3 ( M i
Cougar Lanes 
Bowling 500 Shoes 500 
Located lower level MUC
E d it o r  in C h i e f :
C o u r t n e y  R a k e r s
M a n a g in g  E d i t o r :
T e d  M c K in n e y
A s s i s t a n t  M a n a g i n g  E d it o r : 
K r i s t e n  R e b e r
N e w s  E d it o r :
Z a c h  G r o v e s
L if k s t v i.e s  E d i t o r :
H a n n a h  S p a r k s
S p q r t s  E p i t o r :
M a t t h e w  B r u c e
P h o t o  E d it o r :
K aty  H a r t w ig
C h ie f  C o p y  E d it o r :
B e t h a n y  E v e r e t t
Q j i- v  E d it o r s :
E r ic  B r in k m a n n  
A n n a  H a t to n  
M e g a n  M c C l u r e  
H e a t h e r  W il s h ir e
G r a p h ic s / P r o d u c t io n  :
K e v in  G r u e k f .
E r in  K e n l y
A d v e r t is i n g :
M e g a n  G a t t u n g
A i.k s t i .k A d v i s e r :
M ik e  M o n t g o m e r y
G r a p h ic s  S u p e r v is o r :
M ik e  G e n o v e s e
O f f ic e  M a n a g e r :
L a u r ie  S c h a d e
O f f ic e  S e c r e t a r ie s :
S a r a h  S t r e u b in g  
S c h a l e n e  H o u s t o n
T h e  f ir s t  c o p y  o f  e a c h  
A l e s t l e  is  f r e e  o f  c h a r g e . E a c h  
a d d it io n a l  c o p y  c o s t s  25 c e n t s .
Letters tq the h>h«r fouq:
The editors, staff and publishers 
of the Alestle believe in the free 
exchange of ideas, concerns and 
opinions and will publish as many 
letters to the editor as possible. 
Letters may be turned in at the 
Alestle office located in the Morris 
University Center. Room 2022 
or via e-m ail at 
aleslleeditor@gmail.com. All hard 
copy letters should be typed and 
double-spaced. All letters should be 
no longer than 5iX) words. Please 
include your phone number, 
signature (or name, if using e-mail) 
and student identification number.
We reserve the right to edit 
letters for grammar and content. 
However, great care will be taken to 
ensure that the message of the letter 
is not lost or altered.
Letters to the editor will not be 
printed anonymously except under 
extreme circumstances.
The Alestle is a member of the 
Illinois College Press Association, 
the Associated Collegiate Press and 
U-WIRE.
The name Alestle is an 
acronym derived from the names of 
the three campus locations of SIUE: 
Alton, East St. Louis and 
Edwardsville.
The Alestle is published on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays during fall 
and spring semesters, and on 
Wednesdays during summer 
semesters. For more information, 
call 650-3528.
Have a comment?Let us know !
Send us an e-mail:
alestleeditor@gmail.com
The Alestle
Campus Box 1167 
Edwardsville. III. 62026-1167
OP I NIONS/̂ EDITORI A L
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Graduation brings goodbyes
couldn’t do it without you.
I’d also like to say thanks to 
my family, my best friend, Beth, 
and, of course, my wonderful 
boyfriend, Ross. Thank you all 
for your support in everything 
that I do and always lending me 
an ear when I need to let off 
some steam.
Another year has flown by, 
leaving most o f us older, wiser, 
and closer to graduating, or so I 
hope.
It seems like last week was 
Welcome Week, not Springiest, 
and we were ju st starting 
another brand-new  year. Yet 
here we are, wrapping up our 
classes, saying goodbye to old 
friends and preparing for 
another summer vacation.
I know I ’ve learned a lot 
this year, and as always, m ost of 
my education has come outside 
of the classroom.
Above anything else, 
leading this newspaper has been 
my most educational experience 
yet. I ’ve had the pleasure of
working with ta len ted , hard­
working staffers who genuinely 
care about the work they do. We 
started out this year a little 
green, but through our mistakes 
and the guidance o f our adviser 
M ike M ontgom ery, I think 
w e’ve all grown a lot as 
journalists and as people.
So, I’d like to
start o ff by ------------------
thanking my 
entire staff for all 
of the hard work.
Thanks for
sticking it out -
on both the good starting another brand-new year.
days and the days
that seemed like --------------------------------------------------------------------------
they’d never end.
i i It seems like last week was Welcome 
Week, not Springfest, and we were just
say goodbye, but this year seems 
especially  d ifficu lt. With so 
many great friends and co­
workers leaving for the real 
w orld, i t ’s hard for me to 
imagine what the coming year 
will bring. I hope and expect 
rew arding friendships,
interesting classes and exciting 
news will help 
fill the gaps.
So, I guess 
i t ’s goodbye 
fo r now. I ’d 
like to wish 
everyone the 
best o f luck on 




We’ve really learned to work as 
a team and grown together in 
and out o f the office. W hile I 
will miss our graduates, I am 
also looking forward to working 
with the new editor, M egan 
M cClure, and her staff next year.
Thanks to Mike Genovese, 
Laurie Schade and everyone else 
who works behind the scenes to 
bring the newspaper to life. We
Finally, I ’d like to thank our 
adviser and my mentor, Mike. 
H e’s leaving the Alestle and the 
university for good this summer, 
and his influence and leadership 
will be greatly m issed. H e’s 
leaving big shoes to fill, but I ’m 
certain the new adviser will 
guide the Alestle into another 
successful year.
I know it’s always hard to
summer and returns safely to 
campus this fall.
As always, congratulations 
to all o f our graduates. May the 
real world be everything you 




Facebook may affect how we view ourselves
NEW YORK (U-W IRE) -  
Kevin Underwood, 26, allegedly 
killed a 10-year-old girl. 
According to police reports, the 
crime scene w asn’t pretty.
“R egarding a potential 
m otive, this appears to have 
been part o f a plan to kidnap a 
person, rape them, torture them, 
kill them, cut off their head, 
drain the body of blood, rape the 
corpse, eat the corpse then 
dispose o f the organs and 
bones,” David Tom pkins, the 
Purcell. Okla. police chief said 
April 16 in an AP article.
Underwood has a weblog, 
which I read yesterday.
“ If you were a cannibal, 
what would you wear to dinner? 
The skin o f last n ight’s main 
course,” Underwood wrote.
The presence of a criminal 
psychopath on the Internet can 
become big news these days. 
When an alleged cannibal jokes 
about cannibalism , the media 
see a story - at least the 
Associated Press did.
Yesterday, I found m yself 
perusing the thoughts o f a 
purported killer and wannabe 
cannibal. U nderw ood, an 
abstraction on television - the 
vicious killer who always 
seemed boring - sat in my dorm 
room and stared me in the face. 1 
cringed.
U nderw ood’s thoughts, 
distant and witi out context,
became morally indictable here 
and now.
But did I learn anything 
about Kevin Underwood from 
his blog? It w asn’t a personal 
diary; it was a docum ent 
carefully designed as a social 
representation o f himself.
WSN recently commented 
on the use o f blogs as courtroom 
evidence and journalistic  
sources in an April 18 article.
“ It seem s absurd that 
anyone should have to worry 
about what amounts to an online 
diary being used against them,”
Political Cartoon
W SN ’s editorial said. “I t’s 
stressful enough coming up with 
something witty to put in your 
‘interests’ box as it is.”
But it’s the effort we put 
into our “interests” box - or the 
care with which we construct 
blog entries - that worries me.
see FACEBOOK, page 7
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It's time to head over to 
ExpressCare.
We know that you are just learning to cook. We can take care o f  those bums 
quickly. No appointment necessary. We are open 7 days a week from 
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. We are located 
right off o f 157 in Ginger Creek.
Just come on over. We’ll have b .  A n d e r s o n  H o s p f e d
you back in the kitchen in no W-4 1
time. Call 656-9777. -  l ^ X p r C ' S S  v  ¿ » r e
For more information, visit w w w .andersonhospital.org.
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T he Old Spaghetti Factory  
is now hiring servers, service  
assistants, and greeters. 
Lunch & dinner shifts are  
available.
W orking for The Old Spaghetti 
Factory you will find:
★  Flexible hours around  
_ !  school, sports and other 
activities or events
★  O pportunity for 
advancem ent
★  A com petitive wage scale, 
benefits
★  Fifty-percent em ployee  
discount
★  Great People!
Political Cartoons
F A C E B O O K ---------
from page 6
T his is the age o f  the 
Internet. And we are the guinea 
pigs.
From  the com fort o f  my 
com puter, I can get to know a 
c lassm ate  I ’ve never m et by 
logging onto Facebook, typing 
in his or her nam e and clicking 
on his o r her picture. We are 
reduced to our “ interests” box 
but it still feels real.
A nd w hat does that 
Facebook profile tell you? You 
choose your own p icture. You 
choose your favorite  quo tes, 
movies and books. And it’s all 
done for an audience.
The social im plications of 
Facebook and blogging go far 
beyond privacy. T h ey 're  
affecting how we think about 
o u rselves. We are now  the 
princes and princesses o f our 
own postm odern ist
d ream scapes. And as we 
construct iden tities through 
F acebook profiles and AIM 
screen nam es, L iveJournals and 
iTunes playlists, we recycle each 
o thers' identities. M emes - ideas
that spread from blog to blog 
like beauty trucks and M ySpace 
anecdotes - infiltrate profiles and 
Facebook walls.
T he In ternet is
revolutionary , o ften  in good 
w ays. Facebook p ro files  and 
blogs are also  ou tle ts  for 
dem ocratic expression and tools 
for organizing. We d o n ’t watch 
blogs; we read them - fo r now, at 
least - and reading is always 
better than w atching television.
But i t ’s easy  to let the 
vagueness and fragm entation o f 
Internet inform ation seep into 
your reality . I t ’s easy  to 
construct “ tru th s” from  the 
public masks people craft for 
them selves. But d o n ’t.
Jokes in a blog m ean 
nothing. And when you want to 
know your classm ate’s favorite 
book, ask him . His Facebook list 
is for show.
M ichael Devlin 
W ashington Square News 
New York U niversity
Caution: Cooking 
surface gets very hot.
LIFESTYLES




s a y  w h a t ?
What is the most valuable thing 







“I found my minor (mass 
communications) to be 
much more effective at 
preparing me for the real 
world than my major. ”
Jessi Wilson






“Watch where you step.’
‘How important your GPA is. “To trust myself. ”
Keep busy this summer with work and classes
J u s t i n  G i b s o n
L ifestyles reporter
The school year is almost 
over and sum m er is rapid ly  
approaching. W hile m any may 
want to sit on the couch and 
vegetate for three m onths, others 
may w ant to keep active and 
occupied.
For many college students, 
sum m er equals money. It is their 
chance to stop living like a bum 
and earn some cash.
Miles M usick, a sophom ore 
eng ineering  m ajor, w ill be 
w orking full tim e o v er the 
summer.
“ I just got a job  that basically 
w ill be an in te rnsh ip  in 
eng ineering  at a fac to ry  in 
L incoln,” M usick said. “ 1 will be
working about 40 hours a week, 
so it w ill keep m e pretty 
busy.”
Sophom ore nursing  m ajor 
Larissa H artm an will also be 
working over sum m er break.
“I have taken enough classes 
during the school year so I can 
take a break from  them ,” 
Hartman said. “Since I w on’t be 
taking any classes, I will find a 
job  and be working a lot to earn 
some money for when I come 
back to school.”
M any students like jun io r 
business adm inistration  m ajor 
Q uinn A llen w ill w ork for 
previous em ployers.
“ I have a job  waiting for me 
that I have been at for awhile 
now,” Allen said. “ I 'm  not too 
excited about going back hom e, 
but I can mooch off my 
parents for a short time 
while saving som e cash 
up.”
If you d o n ’t have a 
sum m er job  w aiting for 
you they can som etim es 
be d ifficult to obtain . 
Especially  with
com petition  from  high 
school students, who will 
also be out in full force 
searching for a job . Even
though you may have to search a 
little bit, finding a job  can be 
easier than you may think.
A ccording to
www.quintcareers.com , there are 
thrf>2 easy w ays to find  the 
sum m er job that you want.
The best way o f landing one 
is by sim ply search ing  the 
classified ads in the new spaper or 
the Internet. New postings may 
be updated daily, so just an eye 
out.
Another easy way is to go to 
different places you would like to 
work at and ask to speak with a 
manager. Inquire with them if 
they are in need o f any help. You 
will be surprised to know that 
many em ployers d o n ’t always 
publicize that they need people. 
If  the m anager says they are full, 
then ask if you can submit an 
application so he o r she can keep 
it on file in case o f an 
opening.
Networking is also a great 
way to put your nam e out there 
for hire. Talk to adults such as 
your parents or your friends’ 
parents and see if they know of 
any jobs, or to let you know if 
they hear o f any.
When applying for a job , do 
every th ing  possib le to  place
yourse lf above 




a c c o m p lis h in g  
this are by 
creating  a 
resum e and 
dressing in 
business casual 
clo thes for an interview. 
Employers will see this as being 
very professional and you will 
make yourself more likely to be 
hired.
If you really d on ’t feel like 
working, or if it isn’t necessary, 
sum m er classes may be a great 
answer for something to do. By 
taking classes you can keep your 
mind sharp for the fall semester 
and earn some credits that you 
may need.
SIUE offers a broad variety 
o f classes to take over the 
summer. The school also offers 
housing for those in need.
K im berly D oerr, a 
sophomore finance m ajor, will be 
taking classes this sum m er at 
SIUE.
“I am taking two classes over 
the summ er break to lessen my 
load over the fall and spring
sem esters,” K im berly said. “One 
class goes for the first half o f the 
sum m er and the o ther starts at the 
second half, so it w on’t be too 
bad .”
If you are not in the area of 
Edw ardsville, then check with 
your local com m unity  college 
and sec what classes they are 
offering. Classes at a community 
college can often  be less 
expensive, but m ake sure that the 
class w ill tran sfer credit to 
SIUE.
Freshm an Chelsey McCarty 
will be taking classes at a college 
closer to her hom e over the 
summer.
“ I plan on taking English 102 
at Springfield College in Illinois,” 
M cCarty said. “ I am also hoping 
on taking statistics at Lincoln 
Land Com m unity C ollege.”
Freshm an Chelsey Patterson 
see SUMMER, page 9
S o u t h e r n  Il l in o is  U n iv er sit y  E d w a r d sv ille Thursday, 
April 27 , 2006
Spring 2006 Souvenir E dition
"You are educated. Your certification is in your degree. 
You may think of it as the ticket to the good life. Let me ask you to think 
of an alternative. Think of it as your ticket to change the world.'
~Tom Brokaw
College of Arts and Sciences
ABDELAZIZ, SHADI J ........................................ BS
ALLDREDGE, KRISTEN ERIN .................... BS
ALLDRIDGE, DANIEL JAMES .................... BS
ALLEN. JOSIE DAWN ...................................  MA
ALLEN, SHANEISHA ...................................  BLS
ALLISON, LINDSEY NICOLE ......................  BS
ALPI, KATHARINE TAYLOR ......................  BS
ANDERSON, BROOKE DANIELLE .......... BS
ANDERSON, LAURA KAYE ......................  BS
ANDRES, MATTHEW ALLEN ............  CER1
ANDRES, MATTHEW ALLEN .................  MA
ARNOLD, LINDSEY V IRG INIA .................  BA
ARNOLD, RIKKI LEIGH ..............................  BS
ARTIME, MICHAEL ROBERT .................  MA
ASARE. ANASTASIA NANA AM A .......... MS
ATTAWAY, KATHRINE LOUISA .................  BA
AUSTIN, ANNETTE DIANA ......................  BS
AUSTIN, RYAN EARL ...................................... BS
BAGBY, DANYEL JANAY .........................  MPA
BAG BY, JON B ................................................ BA
BAILEY, BRIAN TRAVIS ..............................  BA
BAKER, SEAN W ILLIA M  ...........................  MS
BALDW IN, TIM  R ........................................  BS
BAPTISTE, JAMIE LYNN ...........................  MA
BARBEAU, BENJAMIN AARON .................  BS
BARBEAU, KEVIN MICHAEL .................... BS
BARKER, HOLLY MARIE ...........................  BS
BARNES, MYSHARITA LENYA .................  BS
BARRETT, KRISTA NOELLE ......................  BA
BARTH, KAYLA JO ...................................... BS
BARTON, ERIC MICHAEL ......................... BA
BASH, MARIE ALICE ...................................  BLS
BAYLON, SHEENA BROOKE .................  BLS
BEARD, LAURA LYNN ...................................  BS
BEAUCHAMP, DONNA KAY ......................  MS
BEAVER, HARVEY LYNN ...........................  BS
BECK, CASSIDY J ........................................  BS
BECKER, AM ANDA J ...................................  MS
BECKER, JENNIFER LEIGH ......................  BS
BEETNER, NICOLE ALEXANDRA .......... BLS
BELL, ALTADAWN IRENE ......................... BS
BELL, GREGORY S C O n  ...........................  BS
BENNETT, STUART NICHOLAS ............... BS
BENNYHOFF, DESIREE M ......................  BLS
BEQUETTE, DAVID ALAN ......................... BS
BERRY, ELIZABETH ANN ...........................  BS
BERRY, NICOLE LYNNE ..............................  BS
BERTOCCI, BENJAMIN BOYCE ............  MFA
BETHARD, ALICIA LEE ..............................  BS
BEUCKMAN, JOSEPH PATRICK ............... BS
BIBY, JOSEPH T ........................................  MS
BIRYUKOVA, OLESYA VLADIMEZOVNA . .  BA
BOIRE, FATOUMATA MAFOUNE ............  BS
BOLITHO, ANDREA MARIE .................... MS
BOMER, BENJAMIN ROBERT .................  MS
BONE, ROBERT .............................................  BS
BOWEN, MICHAEL ANDREW  ............... BLS
BOYLE, MICHAEL MCVICKER .................  BA
BOYLE, THOMAS ........................................  BS
BRADLEY, INEZ .............................................  BS
BRAKE, MELINDA SUE ...........................  BS
BRANHAM ,BRADLEY TODD .................  BS
BRECKENRIDGE, ROSS MICHAEL . . . .  BS
BREWER, CURTIS JOSEPH .................... BM
BRIESACHER, ALEX BARTON .................  MA
BRIESACHER, ERIKA LYNN .................... MA
BROCKMEIER, MEGAN EMILY . . . . . . . . .  BS
BROWN, CHRISTINA M ...........................  BS
BROWN, SUSAN RACHEL .........................  BA
BROYLES, NICOLE E ...................................... BS
BRYAN, TIMOTHY ALAN ...........................  BA
BURGENER, KARINA ANN ......................  BS
BURNS, JILL IAN  L ........................................  BS
BURNS, SANDRA JANE ...........................  BS
BUSS, ALLISON K ........................................  BS
CABY, AMANDA BETH ...................................  BS
CAMP, LAURA M ........................................... BA
CARPENTER, SARA REIMERS .................  BA
CARRERA, IRENE MERCEDES ............... MS
CARROLL, SAMUEL ADAM ......................  BS
CARTER, JENNIFER J ............................ BLS
CAVANAUGH, ERIN LYNN .................... MPA
CAVENY, JENNIFER DAWN .................... BS
CHALMERS, SARAH-SIRRAH TAMAR . .  BA
CHANDRL, LEA ANN ................................  MPA
CHEN, H S IA Y IN G  .....................................  BM
CHOITZ, M INDY LEE GOESTENKORS . . .  BS
CHOMHIRUN, RICHARD DAVID ..........  BLS
CHRISTAKOS, REBECCA LYNN ...............  BS
CLARK, ALEX LEE ........................................ BS
CLARK, CANDICE MARIE .........................  BS
CLEWIS, CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL . . . .  BS
COATS, KYLE DAVID ................................... MA
COLE, ADAM WARD ................................... BS
COOKE, MARGARET ANNE .................... MA
COOMES, KIMBERLY ANN ......................  BA
COSNER, EMILY ANN ................................... BS
CRAMSEY, NOLAN M ................................  BLS
CRESSWELL, JESSICA MARIE ...............  BS
CROCKER, DIANE KAY ...........................  BLS
CROOKS, MICHAEL JAY ...........................  BS
CROSBY, KRISTOPHER BAXTER ............  BS
CROSS, TARA A ..........................................  MS
CULLEN, JENNIFER LYNN ......................  BS
CURRIER, KELLY J ........................................  BS
CUTRONA, JOSEPH PETER ....................  BS
DAMORE-KRUG, FABIA ...........................  MA
DANE, SHANNON AMBER .........................  BA
DARR, ANNA MARIE ...................................  BA
DAVENPORT, TEREASA A ....................  MPA
DAVIS, CHARITY DAWN ...........................  BM
DAVIS, CODY LANCE .....................................  BA
DAVIS, MATTHEW BRIAN .........................  BS
DAVIS, MELISSA M .....................................  BS
DAVIS, STACY KAY ........................................ BS
DAY, AM ANDA JEAN ................................... BA
DEBERRY, TAMEKA RENEE ....................  BS
DELANEY, SARAH LORRAINNE ...............  BA'
DELONG, TERRY J .....................................  BS
DEMAREE, CAITLIN E .............................. BS
DENNY, PATRICK RYAN ...........................  BS
DESMOND, ZACHARY THOMAS ............. BS
DHAENE, SASHA RASHEL ......................  BS
DIAZ, MANUEL RICARDO, JR .................. BS
DICKEY, THOMAS J .....................................  BS
DICKSON, MELISSA ANN .........................  BS
DILL, JULIE MARIE .....................................  MA
DILLARD, DANA DANIELLE ....................  BS
DIX, JENNIFER MARIE ..............................  BA
DIXON, JUSTIN A D .....................................  BS
DOBY, LINDA F ............................................. BM
DOEHRING, NICHOLE ELIZABETH . . . .  BS
DONSBACH, REGINA LYNETTE ..........  MPA
DOWNEN, LETITIA IRENA ......................  MS
DOUBRAVA, RYAN DAVID .........................  BS
DRESCH, DAVID THEODORE .................. BS
DUFFIELD, JESSICA LEE .........................  BA
DURAI, JOB MARTIN ................................... MS
DUTT, JAMES L .............................................  MS
ECK, JESSICA MARIE .............................. BS
EDWARDS, CORRY ROBERT .................  BS
EDWARDS, KEITH PATRICK ....................  BS
EHLERS, KYLE ERIC .....................................  BS
ELLIOTT, TO M M Y GENE ...........................  BS
ENDICOTT, DONALD CHARLES, JR . . . .  BS
ERNST, ALLISON MARIE ...........................  BA
ESSENPREIS, RODNEY ALAN .................. BS
ESSINGTON, JOHN THOMAS .................. BS
EVANS, GEORGE MICHAEL ....................  BS
EVANS, NICOLE JENNIFER ......................  BS
EVERETT, BETHANY ANN .........................  BA
FEDERMAN, EVAN D ...................................  BS
FEDORCHENKO, XENIA ......................... MFA
FERRIS, ANGELA AUTUMN ....................  BS
FEY, LEAH JANE ..........................................  BS
FIELDS, AM ANDA NICOLE ......................  BS
FINDLEY, JAMES WALTER ....................  MA
FINLEY, JULIE C ..........................................  BS
FINLEY, TORRE JAMAR ...........................  BS
FINNEY, SHAWN EDWARD ....................... BS
FLEENOR, PATRICK JAY, JR ....................  BS
FOLEY, BRETT W ILLIA M  ...........................  BS
FONOTI, JASON ANTHONY ....................  BS
FRANCIS, ANTYA MARIE .........................  BA
FRANKLIN, STACEY MICHELLE ..........  BLS
FR UTH,JUSTIN  JOSEPH .........................  BS
FUCHS, AARON ALAN ...................................  BS
GAGEN, JEFFREY JAM AL .........................  BS
GALVIN, MEGAN ELIZABETH ....................  BS
GARNER, JOSEPH JOHN .........................  BA
GARY, JULIE JOANNE ..............................  BS
GASTON, ROBERT D ...................................  BA
GAUSE, MEGAN EVAON ............................ BS
GENGLER, BROOKE D ................................  BFA
GENGLER, NICOLE RAYE .........................  BS
GERDES, ERIN MICHELLE ....................... BA
GIBBONS, CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL . . .  BS
GIBBS, KRYSTAL DAWN .........................  MS
GITU, MARGARET WARAU ....................  M M
GLOVER, RICHELLE ANTIONETTE . . . .  BS 
GOESTENKORS, NICOLE DANIELLE . . .  BS
GOODMAN, JAMIE CHRISTINE ...............  BS
GORRELL, KEITH LEDWIN ....................  MS
GRAHAM, BRENDAN DAVID .................. BS
GRAHAM, CHAD KEITH ............................ BS
GRAHOVSKA, VENETA PLAMENOVA . .  BA 
GRAMELSPACHER, ADDIE JANE COX . .  M M
GRANT, NICHOLAS BARRY ....................  BS
GREENWOOD, JAIME ANN ....................... BA
GREENWOOD, LATOYA N ....................... MPA
GREFFET, JOHN JOSEPH, JR .................. BS
GRIFFIN, DANIELLE NICOLE ....................  BS
GRIZZLE, ONIFFE DELANO ....................  MPA
GUEHNE, ALAN JAMES ............................ BS
GUERRERO, TIMOTHY MICHAEL ..........  BA
GULLEDGE, TERI LARUE ....................... MPA
GULLEY, BONNIE ELIZABETH .................. BS
GUSOSKEY, ERICA L ...................................... BA
HABING, DEAN ARTHUR ............................ BS
HACKETT. REBECCA A ..............................  BA
HALL, CHRISTINA ........................................  BS
HAM M , CHRISTOPHER BARCLAY . . . .  BA
HANCKS, DUSTIN CARL ............................ BS
HANKS, RACHEL MARIE ............................ BA
HANSON, MARION DEANNA .................. BS
HARKEN, LAURA LYNNE ............................ BS
HARRAH, MICHAEL DALE ....................... BM
HARRE, REBECCAJ ...................................  BLS
HARROLD, LAURA ANA .........................  MA
HARTER, JOSEPH MATTHEW .................. BS
HARVENGT, CARY S ...................................... BS
HASWELL, RIAH LEANN ............................ BS
HAUSER, CHRISTINA MARIE ....................  BS
HECHT, JUSTIN LEE ...................................... BS
HELLER, ERIC MATTHEW .........................  BS
HENKHAUS, ANTHONY DAVID .................. BS
HEYER, RENEE LYNN ................................  BFA
HILDENSTEIN, ROBERT J, JR .................. BS
HILL, MICHAEL ROSS ..............................  MA
HOEFLEIN, KIMBERLY J ............................ BS
HOERNIS, BRANDON MICHAEL ............. BA
HOLDEN, A M A N D A S  ................................. BLS
HOLDEN, HEATHER M ................................. BLS
HOLLAND ANDRE LENELL, JR .................. BS
HOLM, DEANNA MARIE ............................ BA
HOLT, JENNIFER ELIZABETH ...............  MFA
HOLT, JOSEPH MICHAEL .........................  MA
HOOD, BRITTANY R ...................................... BS
HOWARD, CHRISTOPHER DAVID . . . .  BM
HUBBS. HEATHER MARIE .........................  BS
HUBER, M A N D Y L  ...................................  BLS
HUEGEN, JULIE MARIE ............................ BFA
HUFF, BRANDON JOEL ..............................  BS
HUFFMAN, TIMOTHY PAUL .................  MA
HUNTER, BRYAN COLE ............................ BS
HUNTER, SANDRA RENEE ....................... BA
HUTCHINSON, HEATHER LYNN ............. BS
HUTTI, PATRICK STEPHEN ....................... BA
ISBELL, JUSTIN MATTHEW .................  MPA
ISENBERG, CHAD RICHARD .................. MA
IVY, LAURA JO .............................................  BA
JABLONSKI, MEGAN SHEA ....................  BS








JAHRAUS, MICAH ANN . . . .
JAMES, BRANDON THOMAS 
JENSEN,JANIS ELAYNE . . . .
JOHNSON, ALICIA NICOLE . .
JOHNSON, CHRISTOPHER GEORGE 
JOHNSON, DANIELLE CHERI LATRICE AS 
JOHNSON, JAMAAL HOWARD-RASHARD
JOHNSON, JENIFER DIANE .......................  BS
JOHNSON, KYLE PHILLIP ....................... BS
JONES, CANDIS MARIE .......................... MPA
JONES, JACOB MICHAEL .........................  BS
JONES, MOLLY JANE .................................... MA
KANTNER, RENEA NICOLE ....................  BS
KARBAN, HEATHER ELIZABETH ..........  BLS
KASSLY, SUSAN ......................................  MSW
KATES, NICOLE MARIE ..............................  BA
KEALEY, AMY LYNN .................................... MA
KEAVENY, MARY R ......................................  MA
KELLY, MATTHEW JOSEPH ....................  BA
KELLY, MAXW ELL R ...................................  BM
KENLY, ERIN RENEE ......................................  BA
KHORRAM, ADIB KEVIN ............................  BA
KIM. JUYEON ................................................  BS
KING, NAKIA LANISE ..............................  BLS
KINGCADE, CAROLYN GAIL ....................  MS
KINNEY, KATHERINE LAINE .......................  BS
KIRSCH, SHEENA MARIE .........................  BS
KITZMILLER, LAURA BETH ....................... BA
KLINE, DEREK CHASE ..............................  BS
KLOSTERMANN, DEBRA ROSE ...............  BS
KNAPP, BETH MARIE .................................... BS
KNEBEL, ZACHARY DAVID ....................... BS
KNOWLES, JULIE ANNA ............................  BA
KOERNER, JACKIE LEE ..............................  BS
KOLBOW, MEGAN MARIE .........................  BA
KONCIUS, AURELIA RUTA ....................... BS
KOONS, SARAH ELIZABETH ....................  BS
KORITZ, ROBYN NOELLE .........................  BS
KOSTE, JENNIFER A .................................... BLS
KREFT, EMILY CAMILLE ............................MA
KRESS, SHAWNA LOUISE .........................  BS
KRIBS, CAROLYN JEAN ............................  BS
KRYVKO, GARY J ......................................... BS
KUEHNEL, SARAH ......................................  BA
KULENKAMP, KELLY LEE .........................  BS
KWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN JAMES ............. MS
LAIL, LISA ANN ...........................................  BS
LANG, NICHOLAS M .................................  MFA
LANTER, PAMELA SUE ............................  BS
LARGEN, RICHARD ALLAN ....................  BS
LASKOWSKI, DEANNA LYNN .................. BA
LAWVER, AMANDA SUE .........................  BS
LAZARE, KEVON PHILIP ............................  BS
LE, JAMES QUI .............................................  BS
LEAR, ELISA AMBER ......................................  BS
LEBLANC, ERINN ELIZABETH ...............  BM
LEGATE, SHEILA ......................................  BLS
LENOX, REONA D .................................... MPA
LESKOVISEK, JENNIFER MARIE ..........  BS
LEWIS, M IA RAHAEL .................................... BS
LEWIS, RACHEL CAROLYN ....................  BA
LIN, CHIH-YU .............................................. MFA
LIN, PEI-CHIH .............................................. MA
LINCOLN, MICHELLE DAWN ....................  BA
LINGELBACH. JAY JEFFREY ....................... BS
LINK, JOSEPH KENNETH .........................  BS
LONG, MEGHAN DARLENE ....................... BS
LÖSCH, ADAM PAUL .................................... BS
LUCAS, THERESA RENE .......................  MPA
LUCKER, JOSHUA RAY ............................  BS
LUETKEMEYER, HILLARY RENEE . . .  BFA
LUTHER, TONY R ......................................... BS
MARR, STEPHEN BRUCE .........................  BA
MARTIN, DANIEL W ......................................  BS
MARTINEZ, DARIO, III ............................... BS
MARTINO-TAYLOR, LISA .......................... MA
MAXSTADT, JESSICA MARIE ....................  BS
MAYO, KAREN LEIGH .................................  BLS
MCCAHILL, MYLES CHRISTOPHER . . .  BS
MCCARTHY, ERIN GRACE .......................... BA
MCCORMICK, M INDY LEE .......................  BS
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MCDONALD, NANCY ANN .........................  BA
MCFIELD, SHAUNTA LASH ALL ...............  BS
MCGAUGHEY, SUSIE DIETZ ....................  MA
MCGEE, MARLON JERELE ....................... BS
MCKOON,REBECCA JANE ....................... BA
MCMAHON, LISA BYLAND ....................  M M
MCPHERSON, EMILY HEDW IG ...............  BS
MCQUARRIE, SARAH A ............................ BA
MELLICK, JENNIFER L ............................... BS
MEYERS, DAVID VINCENT ....................... BS
MICHELS, REBECCA L ..............................  BS
M ILES, SAM ANTHA ANNE ....................... BA
MILLER, CHANDRA KAY ............................  BS
M ILLER, CHRISTOPHER LINDELL . . . .  BS
MILLER! DANIELLE NICOLE ....................... BS
M ILLER, HEATHER RENEE ....................... BS
M ILLER, SARA MICHELLE ....................  MA
M ILLS, JAMIE MARIE ..............................  BA
MITCHELL, GARRETT THO M AS ............  BM
MOEHN, MARCIE NICOLE .............................. BA
MOFFETT BRYCE W IL L IA M  .......................BS
MOGINOT, ROBERT BENJAM IN ...............MA
MOHN. CHRISTOPHER LEE ......................... BS
MONTGOMERY ALEXA DAWN ....................BS
MONTGOMERY, CLAIRE LOUISE ............ BFA
MORAN. NICHOLAS RUSSELL ....................BS
MORANI. JAMES ANTHONY ....................MPA
MORRESE, STEVEN C ................................. MS
MORRIS. JESSICA LYNNE ............................MA
MOSIER. DANIEL EDWARD ...................... BLS
MOTTAZ, SARA ANNE ....................................BS
MOY. KIMBERLIE J .............  .................... MFA
MULLEN. BRIAN SCOTT ............................BA
MUNYON, JAY W ILLIA M  ............................BS
MURO ARTHUR ........................................... MA
NADDEO. ANNA MARIE .................................BA
NAIL, KRISTINA LYNN .................................BS
NASH. KELLYCE JOANNA ............................BS
NATION. NICOLE R .........................................BFA
NELSON, CRAIG EDWARD .........................BS
NESTER, F PETER, IV ................................... BS
NEUNABER, ANNA M ARIE .........................BA
College of Arts and Sciences
OTTAVIANO-STEWART, NICOLE E ............ BS SCANLON, CORY GREER .............................BS TEIGEN, SUSAN D ............................................BS
PASTROVICH, DUSTIN JOSEPH ...............BA SCARBROUGH, JESSICA RENEE ................BS THATCHER, CHRISTOPHER M .....................BS
PATEL, TEJENDRA N ..................................... BS SCHAAKE, JASON C ...................................... MS THEOBALD, LISA OWEN .............................BS
PAUL, JAMIE ANTOINETTE ........................... BS SCHIEPPE, LORI A .........................................MS THIES, MICHAEL C ............................................BS
PAULEY KERRI ELIZABETH .........................BS SCHLEMER, JESSICA MARIE ........................BS THOMAS, MAX ANDREW ERNEST . . . M F A
PETERS, JAMES EUGENE .........................MS SCHLEMMER, APRIL DAWN ........................BA THOMAS, SHANNON ELIZABETH ...........BFA
PETERS, KEVIN ANDREW ........................... BS SCHNEIDER, BRYAN VICTOR ........................BA THOMPSON, DANIEL ALLAN .......................... BS
PHILLIPS, ELYSSA ALEXANDRA ............ BA SCHNEIDER, NATALIE JEAN ..........................BS THOMPSON, SARAH KRISTINE ................MM
PHILPOTT, SHANNON ELIZABETH ..........MA SCHNEIDER, PHILLIP DANIEL ...................BA THORNTON, SHARON .................................... MA
PIGG, ALICIA RENEE ................................ MFA SCHUHARDT, REBECCA ELLEN ...................BS THURMAN, FREDERIC JOSEPH, II ...........BLS
PIGGOTT, BRIANNE MARIE ........................... BS SCHWARTZ, VERONICA JEAN ..................... BS TIBERI, LIAHONA J .......................................BFA
POTTERBAUM, MELISSA ANN ....................BA SCHWEBKE, MICHELE JANE ........................BLS TITTLE, KELLY KAYE .......................................BS
PRAY, SHARI MERIDITH ........................... BFA SCOTT CLARENCE C ....................................BLS “
PRAY, SHARI MERIDITH ..............................BS SEATON, EMILY MARIE ............................... BS
PRICE, RACHEL DAWN ................................ BS SEGER, BRITTANY NICOLE .............................BS
---------------  ----------- ----------  " •  SELBY. LAUREN M ......................................... BA
NEWLANDS, MIKE JAMES .........................BS ROST, JULIA  RENATA
PRIVETTE, IAN ANDREW
PROBST, BRITTANY MICHELLE ...............BA
PURVIS, JOHNATHAN D ........................... BS
QUASCHNIK, DEANDREA SMITH ............ BS
RABLE, W ILLIA M  J ........................................MA
RACHELL, DANIEL ........................................BS
RAMAMOORTHY, RAMKUMAR ................. MS
RAWE, M ARIA-ANTONIA ELIZALDE ..........BA
RAY DANIEL ELARD ..................................... BA
REDMAN, ROXANNE M ..............................BLS
REEVES, JOAN MARIE ..............................BLS
REICHENBACHER. TRINA MARIE ..........BA
REICHERT, DEREK GILBERT ...................... BS
REMELIUS. EMILIE MARIE ........................... BS
RICHARDS, KATHERINE RUTH ................. BS
RICKE, DANA ALAN ........................................BS
RIED, DAVID ALLAN ..................................... BS
RIGDON, CHRISTOPHER JOSEPH ..........BA
RINE, RENEE JANETTE ..............................MS
RISTER, ASHLEY DAWN ............................BS
RITCHEY, JONATHAN H ..............................BM
RITTER STACEY J ILL  ..............................M M
ROBINSON, JOHN TYLER ........................... BS
ROBINSON, KENNETH, JR ........................... BS
ROGERS, STEPHANIE FAYE .........................BS
ROHLING, KEVIN GERARD ........................... BS
ROSE, NATHANIEL W ILLIA M  .......................BS
NEWSOME, BRANDI LYNN .........................BS
NEWTON. WESLEY DAWN .........................BS
NIBLETT, RIKKI RYANN .................................BS
NICHOLS, ERIC R .........................................MFA
NIEMANN, TODD HERMAN .........................BS
NORRIS, AARON GERARD .........................BS
NUTSUKPUI, BERNARD ............................MPA
NYMAN. ELEANOR F ...................................... MA
OBAL. CATHERINE S ...................................... BS
OBERLINK, ANNE ELIZABETH ....................BS
OEHMKE. KYLE CHRISTOPHER ...............BS
OLLER, THOMAS P .........................................BS
.MA
SHEPPARD, ASHLEY SUSAN .......................BS
SHIELDS, DENNIS ...........................................BS
SHOFNER, W ILLIAM  BERNARD ...............BA
SHUBERT, NATALIE ERIN ............................MA
SHUMATE, COREY WENDELL .......................BA
SIDO, JESSICA MARGARET .........................BA
SIEKMANN, KRISTIN M ..............................BS
SIEMER, ERIN LEIGH ..............................CER1
SIEMER, ERIN LEIGH ...................................MA
SIGMAN, RACHELLE IRENE ......................... BS
SIMPSON, LINSEY MAE .............................. BS
SINGLER, TRISHA N ......................................BS
SLOAT, MEGAN SARAH ..............................MA
SLUSHER, STEVEN SCOTT .........................M M
SMITH, ERIC S C O n  ......................................BS
SMITH, LARRY ALLEN .................................BM
SMITH, NATALIE ANN ................................... BA
SMITH. STEPHANIE RENEE ............................BS
SNYDER, DREW ALAN ..............................BLS
SODAM. JESSE PAUL ................................... BS
SOM MER, STEVEN ROBERT .......................MS
SOTOMAYOR, VANESSA LORAINE . . .  .BA
SPARR, SARA ANN ........................................BA
SPRIGGS, LUCAS ELLIOT ............................BS
STEELE, ALEISHA KAE .................................BA
STELK, SUZANNE PATRICE ............................BS
STERN, BENJAMIN BRIAN .........................MFA
ROWANE. THOMAS JOSEPH .......................BA STHAY, GREGORY MICHAEL ..........................BS
TOENJES, AARON JOSEPH ......................... BS
TOLLEY, DEVON L ........................................... BA
TONELLATO, ADAM M .................................BFA
TOWNSEND, ANDREEA CLAUDIA .............BA
TRUAX, PATRICK MICHAEL ......................... BA
TSAI, KE-CHUAN ..............................................MS
TUCKER, MICHAEL .........................................BA
TURNBAUGH, CHRISTOPHER R .............BM
TURNER, GREG DEVON .............................. BS
TURNER, JAYME S ........................................ BS
UMALI, DIANA LYNN ................................... MM
URBANI, BRADLEY JOSEPH ......................... BS
UTECHTT. MICHELLE L .............................. BS
UTZ, AMANDA LYN .........................................BS
VERNING, JOY ANN ......................................MA
WARD, TRUDY MARIE ................................. BA
WASHINGTON, CARL VINCENT ...............BS
WEATHERS, ASHLEY NICOLE .................... BS
WEAVER, JOSEPH ANDREW .................... BFA
WELLE, JILL  NICOLE ....................................BS
WELLS. GENNETH GLENELLE .................... MS
WENDT, KATIE LOUISE .............................. BS
WESTENDORF.-K IN DR AJ ............................BS
WETHFRS. RACHEL A ................................... BA
WHEELER, BENJAMIN ADAM .................... MM
W ILBURN, VASHTI N . .............................. BS
WHITE, KARROUSEL JAZZMEN ...............BA
WILLHOIT, ROBERT PAUL ............................BS
W ILLIAM S, OTIS S .........................................MA
W ILLIAM S, SHANTA LAUREN .................... BS
W ILLM AN , ANDREW PAUL ......................... BS
W ILSON. CHRISTINA ANNE ......................... BS
ROWE, LAUREN DODD ................................ BS
ROZYCKI, GABRIELLE MARIE ....................BS
RUCKER, TASHANNA RAQUEL ...............MPA
RUCKS. M ELISSA NICOLE ........................... BS
RUDOLPH. ERICA LYNNE ........................... BS
RUTLEDGE, NATHAN CHARLES ...............BS
RYAN, KATHLEEN ANN ....................* . . .  . .BS
RYAN, STEVEN JAMES ................................ BS
SAAK, BRIAN MATTHEW ........................... BS
SALAH, FEHMI ................................................BS
SANDERS. JASON MATTHEW ....................M A
STICE, JAMES THOMAS ............................BA W ILSON, TOMAGO CATRELL .MA
ONEILL, CHRISTINE SUZANNE ...............BLS SANFORD, VALERIE JEAN ..........................BFA
ONSTOTT. DOROTHY L .............................. MA SAUCIUC. MIRCEA CRISTIAN .....................BA
OPYT, TIMOTHY ROGER ............................MA SAVAGE, LATAVIA DENISE .......................... MPA
OSBORN. CRAIG CHARLES .......................BFA SCALISE. JOSEPH ANTHONY ........................BS
STILL ALLEN, DEBRA D ............................MPA
STITH, RUTH FLORENCE ............................M M
STOKES, SARAH ELIZABETH ....................BLS
STOUT, ALLISON MARIE .............................. BA
STUKINS, JESSICA E ................................... BA
SUERMANN, JOHN R, JR ............................BS
SULLIVAN. MONIQUE ................................... BA
SULLIVAN, PATRICK JOSEPH ....................BA
SWEENEY, ALLISON MARIE ......................... BS
TAKI, KANAKO ................................................MA
TALSMA, TINA MELISSA ..............................BA
TANG. BRENDAN LEE SATISH ...............MFA
TAYLOR, CRAIG MATTHEW ......................... BS
TAYLOR. KANO I CANDICE ............................BS
W ISDOM , AMBER NICOLE ......................... BS
WITCHER. JODI LEEANN ............................BA
WITTE, HOLLY MAE ........................................ BS
W ITTM AN, LINDA SUE ............................MSW
WOODARD, MEREDITH LAUREN ............ BS
W URM , LINDSEY JEAN ................................. BS
YATES, SHELLEY CHRISTINE ....................BA
YOUNG, ELEANOR BOSWELL .......................BA
YURKOVICH, REBECCA LOUISE ............  BS
ZIM M ERM AN. STEVEN W ......................... BS
ZIPPARRO, HEATHER J ...............................BS
ABBETT, JASON MICHAEL ....................... BS
AHMED. ABDULLAH FAROOQ ..........  BS
ALURI, RAVI KUMAR ............................  MS
ANDREWS, JAMES RANDALL ..........  BS
ANTHOLZ, ROBERT DOUGLAS . . . .  MS
ASTROTH, TODD W IL L IA M  ...............  BA
ATZERT, MICHAEL PAUL ....................  BS
AVULA, ADITYA BALAKRISHNA . . .  MS
BAINENI, KRISHNA CHAITANYA . . .  MS
BERBERET, BRENT JOSEPH ...............  BS
BERNS, PAUL JOSEPH ....................... BS
BERRY, DEVON PAUL ............................  BS
BHARGAVA, RAJAT .................................  BS
BILLHARTZ, BRAD M ICHAEL ..........  BS
BIRCHLER, M ELISSA ANN ...............  BS
BLOEMER. MATHEW RYAN ...............  BS
BOBBITI, GIRIDHAR REDDY ............. MS
BRADFORD, W ILEY DENNISON ..........  BS
BRIESACHER, DAVID BRADLEY . . .  BS
BRITTON, NATHAN C ............................... BA
BROWN, CHRISTOPHER DOUGLAS . .  BS
BRUZA. CHAD MICHAEL ....................  BS
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FORTIN, ERIC SHAWN ..............................  MS MIKESKA. NATHAN VINCENT ...............  BS
BRUZA, CHAD MICHAEL 
BRUZA, PHILIP STEPHEN . . . .
BURKE, JEFFREY S .......................
CAIRES, DAVID C ............................
CHADWICK, STEPHEN MATHEW 
CHENNUPATI, CHANDRA_SEKHAR 
COBB. CHRISTOPHER DAVID 









COLWELL, TRICIA JOLEEN .................. BS
CROXELL, JEFFREY ROBERT .......... BS
DALBO, MARCIO M ............................... BS
DANIELS, COEY DOUGLAS ............... BS
DHANASREE, SHAILENDER ...............  MS
DINSMORE. MARK W IL L IA M , II . . . .  BS
DJAN, CHRISTIAN FIANKO ...............  MS
DUCKWORTH, MAGGIE LEE ANNA . .  BS
EDWARDS, RODNEY JAM ES .................  BS
FALBE, DAVID LEO ......................................... BS
FLORES, ADAM DEANE ..............................  BS
FLOWERS, BRENT L .................................... BS
FORSTING, JEREMY LEE .........................  BS
FULLER, MATTHEW JAY .........................  BS
FUSINATO, DANIEL JOHN .........................  BS
GABRIEL, JOSEF ........................................... BS
GANSKE, MICHAEL RAY ...........................  BS
GARY. SEAN D .............................................  BS
GEDRIS, JOHN ERIC ................................  MS
GIBSON, PAUL DAVID ..............................  BS
GIRIJALA, KARTHEEK ..............................  MS
GREENWOOD, CODY AARON ...............  BS
HALL, MICHAEL JAMES ..............................  BS
HARIRCHIAN. TANNAZ ...........................  MS
HART, NATHAN LEO ...................................  BS
HENDERSON, KYLE LEE ...........................  BS
HERMANN, TYLER JOSEPH ....................  BS
HOGAN, SEAN RYAN ................................  BS
HOWARD, MICAH WAYNE .........................  BS
HUANG, YAN ................................................ MS
HUBER, BRET EUGENE ............................ BA
HUGHES. TRUM AN C. Ill .........................  BS
HUSSEIN, BILAL SALAH .........................  BS
HUSSEY, MATTHEW MICHAEL ............. BS
HUWER. TIM OTHY SCOTT ......................  BS
INLOW EDDIE W  ........................................  BS
JANSEN, JEFFREY LEO ..............................  BS
JARDEN, LLOYD WESLEY ......................  BS
KALLAL. FREDERICK JAMES .................  BS
KAMADULSKI, STEVE JOE ......................  BS
KANUM URI,VENKATA_RAM A_RAJU . MS
KARIUKI. MAUREEN NJOKI ....................  MS
KHAN, NAWEED AHM AD .........................  MS
KLENKE, DANIEL PAUL ..............................  BS
KOCHERLA, VIJAYA CHAITANYA ............. MS
KOMNICK, ASHLEIGH MICHELE ..........  BS
KRISHNA KUMAR, HEMANTH KUMAR . MS
LAMMERS, JEREMY DONALD ...............  BS
LEDBETTER, TIM O THY CHARLES ..........  BS
LEDUC, GREGORY MICHAEL .................  BS
LERNER,CHRISTOPHER DONALD . . . .  BS
LESCH, LOUIS TIM O THY ....................... MS
LOGAN, ELIJAH PAUL ..............................  BS
MANNY, SCOTT MICHAEL ......................  MS
MEEKS, MICHELLE ELAINE ....................  BS
MILETIC, SINISA ........................................  MS
MILLENBINE, RUSTY JAMES ...............  BS
M ILLER, BRETT W ILLIAM  ......................  BS
M ILLIG AN , DOUGLAS W ............................ BS
MOHAMED. ADNAN ...................................  BS
MOHN, CHRISTOPHER LEE ......................  BS
MOHSEN, HASSAN ALI ...........................  BS
MOORE, ALEXANDER JAMES .................  BS
MUKHOPADHYAY. PALASH .................... MS
NAVARRO. BRIAN ALAN ............................ BA
OBANION, AARON EDWARD .................  BA
OHMS, JONATHAN WESLEY .................  BS
OSMOE, MATTHEW JEROME .................  BA
PALMURKAR, SANTOSH .........................  MS
PARKER, CORY RUSSELL ......................  BS
PARR, M ICHAEL JAMES ............................ BS
PHILLIPS, SCOTT LEE ................................. BS
PIGEON, DREW A .....................................  BS
PIROK, RYAN THOMAS ...........................  BS
PRZYBYSZ, SCOTT ROBERT .................  BS
PUTZ, JASON T ..........................................  MS
QUAYE, EMMANUEL N il TETTEH . . .  MS
RAPP, BRANDON MARK .........................  BS
RASKA, LENKA ................................................ BS
REBBE, MICHAEL JUSTIN ......................  BS
REBBE, RYAN MITCHEL ..............................  BS
RICE, RODNEY J ........................................  BS
RICHARDSON, THOMAS JAMES ............  BS
RIECHMANN, DAVID ROY ....................... BS
RIGDON. CHRISTOPHER JOSEPH ..........  BS
RISAL, KUNDAN SINGH ■...........................  MS
ROSE, LOUIS H ...................................... BS
ROSSETTI, ANTHONY DAVIS ..........  MS
RYAN. GREGORY PHILLIP .................. BS
RYBICKI, DANIEL CRAIG ....................  BS
SANDERS, DAVID CHAD ....................  BS
SARTORIS, JAMES JACK .................  BS
SCHUMACHER, BEN ROBERT .......... BS
SEBENA, STEVEN A ..............................  BS
SEIDENSTRICKER, MARK J ............. BS
SESHAN, NIRANJANA DEVI ............. MS
SHELEY, JAMESON A .........................  BS
SHORT BRYAN W  .................................  BS
SHRESTHA, RAJESH ............................  MS
SHRESTHA, WALPOLE .........................  MS
SINGLER, JOSEPH BRUCE ...............  BS
SITRARASU, VIDYA ............................... MS
SMITH, BRADY EUGENE ....................  BS
SMITH, RYAN PAUL ............................  BS
SOODINI. SRUJAN .................................  MS
STAPF, MATTHEW KENNETH ............. BS
STEIN, DAVID R ......................................  BS
STOWE, MATTHEW STEPHEN ..........  BS
SYKUT, JACEK ...........................................  BS
TAN, YIFAN ................................................  MS
TAYLOR, RYAN A ...................................  BS
THEIS, DUSTIN EMERY ....................... BS
THOLE, KEITH M .................................... BS
THOMAS, MATTHEW E .......................  BS
THOMPSON, ERICA JEAN .................. BS
THOMPSON. KYLE ROBERT ............. BS
TIPPABATTUNI, JOHN PAUL ..........  MS
TROJAHN, M DAVID ............................  BS
TULEY, JOSHUA THOMAS .................. BS
TURCK. SARAH NICOLE ....................  BA
TURNELL, AM ELIA I ............................  MS
TUVANA, JAMES GILBERT ...............  BS
UNTERBRINK, TYLER STEVEN . . . .  BS
UPADHYA, RAJIV .................................... MS
VANKAYALAPATI, KISHORE BABU . MS
VANMETRE, PAUL M ............................  BS
VAS, PETER THEODORE. IV ..........  BS
WEBER, WAYNE ALLEN ....................  MS
WELLS, KYLE RICHARD ....................  BS
WHITED, JACOB ......................................  BS
W ILLIAM S, MARK STEPHEN ............. BS
WOOD, JEREMY MATTHEW ............. MS
WRIGHT, ADAM J ..................... ............ BS
YORK, TIMOTHY E ............................... MS
YUENGEL, RICHARD EARL, JR . . .  BS
ZINSELMEIER, TIM  ALBERT ............. BS
ZWEIGART, PATRICK BRIAN, JR . MS
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ABBOTT, DANIEL SEAN ............................MBA
ABERLE, HEATHER MARIE ......................... BS
ALI HAKIMUDDIN ......................................MBA
ALLEN, KINDRA SUZANNE .......................BS
ALWARDT, ANTHONY LEE .......................MBA
ANDERSON, MOLLY LINDSAY ..................BS
ANDERSON. SHEENA LYNN .......................BS
ARVIEW. JESSICA SUZANNE .................... BS
AUSMUS. ADAM PATRICK .......................BSA
BARKER. LESLEY ANNE ............................MSA
BARNETT, ANNA ...........................................MBA
BARNETT. JAMES LOUIS ............................BS
BAUMGARDNER. ROBERT THOMAS . .  .BS
BEASTON, JUSTIN PAUL .............................. BS
BEATTY, BRADLEY THEODORE .................... BS
BERGMAN. STEPHANIE L ............................BS
BIGGS, THOMAS LEROY, I I I ......................... BSA
BIRK, MATTHEW RYAN .................................BS
BIRKE, MICHAEL ANTHONY .......................BS
BLAKE, CARLA JOANN .................................BS
BLEVINS, CORY MICHAEL ......................... BS
BORDONI, ANGEL MARIE ............................BS
BORRELLI, JEFFREY KYLE ......................... BS
BOSTON, JOSEPH ANTHONY .................... BS
BOUGHAN.CASEY TYLER ............................BS
BOWEN. ALAN DALE ......................................BS
BRADLEY, HEATHER ......................................BS
BRAY, RACHAEL M ARIA .............................. BS
BRINKER, ERIC LAWRENCE .................... MBA
BUCHER,KATHERINE ANNE .......................BS
BUESCHER. SHANNON LINDSEY .............BS
BUNDY. RYAN DEAN ......................................BS
BURNS, JOHN ALEXANDER .......................BS
CARLSON, BENJAMIN EDWARD .................. BS
CARROLL. KARLA J ......................................BS
CARROLL, KAR LAJ ................................... BSA
CASSEDAY. ALAN ANDREW .......................BS
CATES, TERRI L ................. .........................BSA
CAVINDER, TRACY LYNN ............................BS
CHAPMAN. KOREY NEAL ......................... MBA
CHAPMAN. MARK L ................................... MBA
CHIIDERS, HOLLY ANN ............................BSA
CHRISTAKOS, ERIN MARIE ......................... BS
COLE, ANGELA MAE ......................................BS
CONANT. SCOTT A ........................................ BS
COOMES, KIMBERLY ANN ......................... BS
COOPER, BRITTANY TAYLOR .................... BS
CORY. STACIE ANN ........................................ BS
CROCKETT, ROBERT DAVID .................... BSA
CROSSLAND. RACHEL ELIZABETH ..........BS
DIEWALD, BLAKE SIDNEY ......................... BS
DOELLMAN. THOMAS W ILLIA M  .............MBA
DUNNING. RHONDA SUE ......................... BSA
DURELL. MICHAEL CHRISTOPHER . . .BSA
EDWARDS. CRAIG L .............■........................BS
ETUKURI, IGNATIUS_TOM_DOOLIE .MMR
FARRAR. DAVID ALLEN ..................BS
FEARDAY, JEFFREY FRANCIS .......................BS
FEIST. EMILY ELIZABETH ............................BS
FELIX, WAYNE ALAN ......................................BS
FIELDS, NATHAN EDWARD .................... MBA
FLETCHER. BRANDON R .............................. BS
FOSTER, W ILLIAM  DON .............................. BS
School of Business
FRAUENHOFFER, M A R K J  ........................... BS
FRICK, BRIAN MICHAEL ..............................BS
FRIEDERICH, DAVE ADAM .........................BS
FULFORD-JONES, ANN C .........................BSA
FUNKE, MATTHEW JOSEPH ...................... BS
FYALKA, PATRICK R ...................................BSA
GARNIER, JEREMY PAUL ........................... BS
GAYLE, JERMAINE ........................................BS
GEHRET, JACOB MICHAEL .........................BS
GILBERT, DANNA E ..................................... MS
GODARE, DAWN M ..................................... MS
GREEN, KARLA ............................................... BS
HADDOCK, JESSICA LYNN ....................MSA
HAGAN, AMBER S ........................................BS
HALLIDY, DAVID W ILLIA M  .........................MS
HARBISON, CHRISTOPHER ALLAN . . .  .BS
HARRE, MONICA MARIE ..............................BS
HARRIS, AMANDA MELEAH ....................BS
HAVRON, CHRISTOPHER REES ................. BS
HELLMANN, ALICIA MARIE ......................BS
HEMANN, TIFFANY A ................................MBA
HENDEL, STACEY ANNE ..............................BS
HEUER, PAULETTE MICHELLE ................. BSA
HINRICHS, ASHLEY LAUREN ....................BS
HINTHORNE, SARA ELIZABETH ...............BS
HOERNER, ALICIA M ................................ BSA
HOLESKO, CYNTHIA M ........................... MBA
HOMRIGHOUS, GREGGORY TATE ..........MS
HORNER, STACY L ..................................... MSA
HOSTMEYER, KAYLA J ................................ BS
HOTTENROTT, ASHLEY MAE ................. BSA
HUEGLE. LARA KIMBERLY ....................BSA
HUELSMANN, ALAN HENRY ....................BS
HUNTER. SCOTT W ILLIA M  ...................... BS
IDOUX, MATTHEW JOHN ...........................BS
IKEDA. STEVEN .......................................... MBA
ITHONGO. W ANJIKU E ..............................MBA
JACKSON, JODI MARIE ................................ BS
JACKSON, JULIE ANNE ................................BS
JONES, JOHN HENRY ...................................BS
KABWE, JUDY ..................................................BS
KANE, BENJAMIN ANDREW ......................BS
KARIBIAN. AVAK ........................................MBA
KARIM. MD REZAUL ...................................MS
KECK, LORIN ELISE ..................................... BS
KEITH, LUCAS RYAN ..................................... BS
KELLY. JOHN HARLAN ................................ BS
KEMNITZ, MARY ELIZABETH ................. BSA
KENNY. ANDREW JOSEPH ...................... MBA
KHAN, ALLAH YAAR ..................................... MS
KIEL, W ILLIAM  C .......................................... BS
KLEBER, JUSTIN EDWARD ...................... BS
KLINGLER. TRAVIS B ................................ MSA
KNOLL, JAEL DENISE ...................................BS
KOESTER. KATIE ELIZABETH ......................BS
KRAGER, DENISE ELAINE .........................BS
KROMAT, KATHY LYNN ................................ BS
KRUCKEBERG, JAMIE MAE ................. MSA
KRUPP. LOUISA ANNE ...........................M B A
KRUSE, APRIL N .......................................... BS
LACKEY, BRITTANI N ..................................... BS
LAMPING, JOHN BRENDAN ...................... BS
LAUBSCHER, JEREMY SCOTT ................. BS
LAVERY, PATRICK RYAN ..............................BS
LEE, LAUREN NICOLE ...................................BS
LEE, LAUREN NICOLE ................................ BSA
LEWIS, LUCY ELIZABETH .........................BS
LINDEN, STEVE JAMES ................................ BS
LINK, TRISTA MARIE ................................ BSA
LOCKWOOD, NICHOLAS SCOTT ............ MBA
LOTZ, MICHAEL TODD ................................ BS
MALONE, CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL . . .  .BS
MARGHERIO, DANA MICHELLE ................. BS
M ARSHALL, ROOSEVELT, III ...................... BS
MARTIN, CHRISTOPHER R .......................BS
MATTOX, ERIC CHRISTOPHER ....................BS
MATTSON, AM Y ELIZABETH .......................BS
MAYER, JASON W ILLIA M  ........................... BS
MCDONALD, CHRISTOPHER KOHL . . . .BS
MCGEE, RODNEY WAYNE, JR ....................BS
MEADOWS, MARY L ..................................... BS
MEIRINK, MARIBETH CHRISTINE .............BS
MEYER, STACY DANIELLE .........................BS
MILLER, ANDREW CREIGHTON ...............MBA
MILLER, ANDREW JAMES .........................BS
MIZE, JONATHAN LOUIS ..............................BS
MOODY, STERLING TERRANCE, JR . . .  .BS
MOORE, JASON M ........................................BS
MOSBACHER, RONALD W ILLIAM , JR . .BS
MUELLER, STEVEN MICHAEL ....................BS
MULLER, DIANA KAY ...................................BS
MYER, M INDY L .............................................BS
MYERS, MELISSA NICOLE .........................BS
NARUP. BENJAMIN T ...................................BS
NATION. JOSHUA ALLAN ...............: .  . . .BS
NEWGENT, COREY LOUIS ........................... BS
NUNN, JAIM E FRANCINE ........................... BS
NWODU. AD ANN AC  ...................................BSA
ONEY, KATHRYN RENEE ........................... BSA
O NYUN,ZACHARY C ..................................... BS
OSAFO-ACQUAAH, MARIAN HARRIS . .  .BS
OTTA. SHELBY LYNN ..................................... BS
PATTON. RENAE ANNETTE ....................MBA
PEASE. SARAH LYNNE ..............................BSA
PERRY, CHRISTINA RENEE .........................BS
PETRY, J CARLTON ...................................MBA
PIROK, ERIN RAMSAY ..............................BSA
POLLMANN, NATHAN DANIEL ................. BS
PORTER. RICHARD ALLEN JR ....................BS
PREUSSER, MICHELLE LOUISE ...............BS
PRINGLE, LINCOLN W ..............................MBA
PYLE, ELIZABETH NOEL ........................... BSA
QIAN. LI ..........................................................MSA
QUACH. NGUYEN GIA ...................................BS
RENGEL, KRISTINA MARIE .......................BSA
RICHTER, COREY M ...................................BSA
RIEWERTS, ALAINA DAWN ....................BSA
RIGGINS. MATTHEW ETHAN .......................BS
RIPPELMEYER, BRETT DAVID ....................BS
ROADY, BRYAN DALE ..............................MBA
ROBINSON, JOHN PHILLIP ....................MSA
RODRIGUES, AMY DOLORES ...............MBA
ROEHL, JESSICA CRISTIN ...............BSA
ROGERS, JOSHUA MICHAEL ....................BS
ROSSER, KRISTENE NICOLE ................. BSA
ROTHERMICH, SARA LYNN .......................BS
RUDER, HOLLY RENEE .................................BS
RUSSELL, NICOLE R ......................................BS
RUST, MATTHEW MICHAEL .......................BS
RYBACKI, ANGELA MARIE ......................... BS
SACHTLEBEN, ERIC DEAN .......................BSA
SAIDI. STEVE ................................................MSA
SALTAMACHIA, STEPHANIE MAREN . .  .BS
SASSE, LORI LYNN .........................................BS
SAUERWEIN, KYLE ROBERT .......................BS
SCHAUS, STEPHEN JOHN .......................MBA
SCHLEEPER, LINDSEY ALICE .................... BSA
SC HM ID T KEVIN JOSEPH ......................... BS
SCHMITT, TERI ANN ...................................... BS
SCHOLZ, JUSTIN MICHAEL .......................BS
SCHOMAKER, NICHOLAS J ..................M BA
SCHONHOFF, NATHAN B .............................. BS
SEDLACEK, JEFFREY S .................................BS
SENCI, STEPHEN PETER .............................. BS
SEVIER, STEPHANIE N IC O L E ......................... BS
SIEBERT, JARED WADE .............................. BS
SIMON, KARA MICHELLE .......................M BA
SIMS, RYAN BRADLEY .............................. BSA
SINNARD, CHRISTOPHER ALAN . . . . M M R
SMITH, ALICIA ELIZABETH ......................... BS
SMITH, BRADLEY LYLE .................................BS
SM ITH, EARNESTINE CANDIS .......................BS
SM ITH, KARMEN SHRESE ......................... BS
SM ITH, MISTY DAWN ................................... BS
SMITH, PAUL CARROLL .............................. BS
SNOW, CARA BETH ......................................BSA
SOZMEN, NEZIH ALI ................................... MS
SPEARS. CRYSTAL DIANE ......................... BS
SPEIDEL, JENNIFER DAWN .................... M SA
ST PIERRE, JOEL MICHAEL .................... BSA
STELLING, DREW CHRISTIAN .................... BS
STIRNAMAN, KAREN M ............................BSA
STONEWATER, TODD JAECKEL ...............MBA
STROUD, JODEE MARIE .............................. BS
TEPEN, JOSHUA EARL .................................BS
THILM AN. CHARLES ARTHUR ...............MBA
THOLE, JEFF DAVID ....................................M BA
THOMAS, DAVID MICHAEL .......................BS
THOMPSON. KELLY SUE ......................... MBA
THUM M ALA. BHARGAVI ................................ MS
THURMAN, AM Y RENEE .............................. BS
THYER, EMILY K .................................. . .M S A
TRUE, BRIAN EDWARD .................................BS
VIEREGGE, SCOTT ANDREW .................... BS
WAKE, JEFFREY DONALD ............................BS
WEBER, JOHN ROBERT .............................. BS
WEGENER, MATTHEW JAMES . . .......... M BA
WERNER, ELIZABETH MICHELLE .............BS
WEST, WENDI LYNN ......................................BS
WHITE, KRISTA ANN ......................................BS
WHITNEY, SARAH ELIZABETH ..................MBA
W ILKINSON. ALAN D ................................... MS
W ILLARD, CALVIN BEN .................................BS
W ILLIAM S, LASHANTA YVONNE .............BS
WINKELER, MARK G .................................MBA
WRIGLEY, MATTHEW DAVID ..................BSA
AARON, MELISSA SUE .......................  BS
ALI, SHABANA ........................................... BS
ALLEN, MISTY ANN ..............................  BS
BANGERT, EDITH LOUISE .................. BS
BARRENTINE, TIMOTHY RYAN . . . .  BS
BASNETT. CARA MELINDA ...............  BS
BOENTE, DEIDRA N ..............................  BS
BRACEY, GEORGIA LEE .......................  BS
BYRD, BRANDY M ................................. BS
CALDWELL, DENISE LYNNETTE . . .  BS
CAMPOS, ALLISON BROOKE ..........  BS
CHEEK, NATASHA LEA .........................  BS
COLLINS, KRISTY RENEE .................. BS
COLONIUS, VICKI MICHELLE ..........  MS
COOK, JENNIFER LYNN ....................  MS
COSTILLO, PAULA KAY ....................... BS
COTTRILL, TERRA DAWN .................. BS
CYR, THEA RANEE ..............................  BS
DANLEY, MARIE ANTOINETTE . . . .  MS
DECKER, JENNIFER LYNN .................. BS
DEVORE. KATYA ......................................  BS
DIEHL, TONYA RENEE .........................  BS
DONNELLY, JENNIFER A ....................  MS
ELMER, DANA M ...................................  BS
GIESZELMANN, SARAH LENORE . .  BS
School of Nursing
GORLEWICZ, APRIL LYNNE ............  BS
GRASSO, FRANK FITZGERALD . . . .  BS
GREIFF, REGINA THERESE ............... BS
GRIGGS, ROSANNE RUTH .......... CER2
HALLIDY, ANNE MARIE ......................  BS
HAM, JESSICA ........................................ MS
HAVENS, KRISTEN LYNN .................... BS
HERMANN, BRITTANY S .................... BS
HOLT, KELLY LYNN .............................. BS
HUGHES, MONIQUE ROCHELLE . . .  BS
HUNTER, DAWN MICHELLE ............  BS
JANSEN, KAREN RENEE .................... BS
KINCADE. CHARITY MARIE ............  MS
KIVIAT, JOY N ........................................  BS
KOMARRAJU, RUDRA DEV ............... BS
LAMAR, TERRI ANN ...........................  BS
LARSON, ANN RITA .............................. BS
LEHMAN, AMY ELIZABETH ............... BS
LITTLEJOHN, MARY C .........................  BS
LOLENG, JOYCELYN GOMEZ .......... MS
LOMBARD, LAUREN ASHLEY .......... BS
MALONEY, MARY ELIZABETH .......... BS
MARSHALL, CATHERINE DEANNE . MS
MCCAIN. AMANDA LEIGH .................  BS
MCCONNELL. JOANIE LORAINE . . .  BS
MCCOY, MEGAN ROSE ......................  BS
MCDONNELL, BETTY A ....................  MS
MCKEE, AM ANDA KAY ......................  MS
MEYERS, P MICHELLE D ...............  MS
MOORE, JOANNA M ...........................  BS
MOORE, STACEY ELLEN .................... BS
MORGAN, NICOLE MARIE .................  BS
M ULLIN , MICHELLE LEE .................... BS
NICHELSON, JENNIFER RUTH . . . .  BS
NOLAN, STEVEN A ..............................  BS
OGHINA, OKEYO .....................................  BS
PARK, CHRISTINE YUNHYESUK . .  . BS
PAYNE, CHARMAINE LASHONNE . .  BS
PEARSON, AMBER MARIE ...............  BS
PETERSMITH. JARED BENJAMIN . .  BS
PETERSON, ERIN LEIGH .................  MS
REVELDEZ. GAUDENCIO PIMENTEL BS
RILEY, EILEEN RACHELLE .................  BS
RIVA, BRENT DANIEL ......................... BS
RIX-CROUSE DANA LYNN ...............  BS
ROBERTS, KELLY RENEE .................  BS
ROESCH, REBECCA ANN ....................  BS
RUND, ELIZABETH ANN .................... BS
SABOFF, MICHELLE TARISSE .......... BS
SANCHEZ, MARIEL LEE ....................... BS
SCHEETZ, LEZLEY NICOLE ...............  BS
SCHORFHEIDE, KRISTEN I ...............  BS
SCHULER, DIANA LEE .........................  BS
SCHULZ, BRITTANY ANNE ...............  BS
SHASHACK, KACI JO ............................ BS
SHEPARD, ALICE LYN .........................  BS
SM ITH, KIRSTAN JOY .........................  BS
SMITH. SHEENA ANNETTE ...............  BS
SPENCE, KRISTEN MARIE .................. BS
STEPHENS, REBECCA ............................ BS
TANNER, ANDREA NICOLE ...............  BS
TEX, NEAL PATRICK ............................ BS
VOGT RICHARD STEPHEN ...............  BS
WAGNER, MELISSA SUE ....................  BS
WALLACE, RACHELLE NICOLE . . . .  BS
WATSON, HOLLY N ..............................  BS
WIEGERS, JULIA JOAN ....................  MS
W ILLIAM S-THO M PSO N, JOANN . . . .  BS
W ILSON, ELLA NORA .........................  MS
YORE, MELANIE A ...................... ,  BS
YORK. EMILY MARY ............................ BS
ZIEGLER, MEGHAN MICHELLE . . . .  BS
ALBERTS, DANA M ............................................. BS
ALEXANDER,HEATHER L ............................BS
ANDERSON, ELIZABETH JEAN ....................MS
ARNOLD, TRACY LYNN ................................... BS
AUFDERHEIDE, MORGAN E ......................... BA
BACHELIER, LAURA M IC H E L L E .................... BS
BALDWIN, STEPHANIE ANN ......................... BS
BASOLA. SARAH LYNN ................................... BS
School of Education
BAUER, DAWN MARIE ...................................BS
BAYSINGER, JULEE ANN ...................... MSED
BEATTIE, LARRY J O E ......................................EDS
BECKER, MELISSA RENEE ....................MSED
BEDINGER, BRANDI LEIGH ........................... BS
BELCHER, MARCUS SHANE ................. MSED
BELFORD, CARRIE LYNN ...................... MSED
BERENS, ALISON M IC H E L L E .........................BS
BERKEL, STACY LEE ................................ MSED BONDE, HEATHER RENEE .............................BS
BERRY, LESA ANNE .......................................... BS
BIXON, W ILL IA M  JOSEPH ........................... BS
BLAIN, MARY ELIZABETH ............................BS
BOENTE, JONATHON EDWARD ....................BS
BOEVING, NICHOLE MARIE ............................BA
BOLDING, JAN LOUISE .........................MSED
BOLL, STEPHANIE F R A N C E S .........................BS
BORAWSKI, ANDREW MICHAEL ..................BS
BORDEWICK, EMILY A ......................................BS
BOSTICK, SARA ANN ......................................BS
BOUQUET. JAMES MATTHEW .......................BS
BRADY, LINDA L ................................................ BA
BRADY, SANDRA A ........................................... BS
BRANCH,BRANDI J ........................................... BS
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BREDE, LISA C ...........................................MSED
BREWER, CARRIE LOUISE ............................BS
BREWER, KRISTEN R ......................................BS
BREY, MIKE F ...........................................MSED
BROIHIER, KIM  LEANNE ..............................BS
BROOKS, VICKIE LYNN .........................MSED
BROWN, GLORIA RENEE ............................BS
BROWN, JESSICA MEGAN .........................BS
BROWN, NIKKI LYNN .................................MSED
BUCKNER, JENNA MARIE .........................MS
BUEHLHORN, KRISTINA M A R IE ....................BS
BURGUND, M ICHAEL STEPHEN ..................BS
BURRIS, CHERI P ......................................MSED
CAMPBELL, HALLIE LYNN ....................MSED
CARDWELL, DEBORAH ANN ...................... BS
CARMEAN, HEIDI NICOLE ............................BS
CARTER, HEATHER ELIZABETH ....................BS
CAUMIANT, JENNIFER LYNN .........................BS
CERNEKA, KATHRYN L ...................................MS
CHAMNESS, JAMIE MARIE .........................BS
CHARLTON, TRISTA RANAE .........................BS
CLARK, MAGGIE LANE ..............................MSED
COMRIE, CHRISTOPHER J ........................... BS
COOK, MICHELLE V ...................................MSED
COOPER, DAVID JOHN ..............................MSED
COOPER, MARCI L Y N N ..............................MSED
COTTER, JEANNE RENEE .......................MSED
COTTER, SARAH LINETTE ........................... MS
COX, CHRISTINA MICHELLE .........................BS
COX, ELLEN M ARY ...........................................BS
CRAFT, JENNIFER M ARIE ............................MA
CRAWFORD, ANN M ARIE ........................... BS
CRONY, AM Y LYNN ...........................................BS
CRUMMLEY, AARON JOSEPH ...................... BS
CULUMBER, RITA LYNN ..............................BS
CUNNINGHAM, JAM IE RENEE ...................... BS
CURRAN, KELLY A ...........................................BS
DANIEL, JENNIFER MARIE ............................BS
DANIELS, JESSICA MARIE ........................... BS
DANIELS, SANDRA MARIE ....................MSED
DAVIS, ELIZABETH ANNE ..............................BS
DAVIS, KAYLA NICHOLE ..............................BS
DAWDY, SARAH ALLISON ....................MSED
DAY, CAREY ANN ......................................MSED
DEIGNAN-HAYNES, JULIE ...................... MSED
DELEHANTY, NICHOLE ELAINE ....................BS
DEROSIER, KIMBERLY ANN .........................BS
DICKERSON, JON PAUL ..............................BS
DICKEY, RACHAEL KAY ..............................SD
DICKSON, LAUREN JEAN ........................... BS
DINNIUS, CASSANDRA B LY TH E ....................BS
DORAN, LAURA ELIZABETH .........................BS
DOWNEY RYAN ANTHONY ...................... MA
DOYLE, SARAH FAITH ......................................BS
DROLL, RACHEL LISETTE ............................BS
DUBBS, M A R Y A N N  NICOLE .........................BS
DUMOULIN, LISA MARIE .......................MSED
DURSO, ERIN R U T H ...........................................BS
DYSON, SHANNON MARIE .........................BS
EARHART, KRISTY LYNN ..............................BS
EGERT, ERIN MICAH ........................................ MS
EILERS, DENISE LYNN .................................BS
ENYART, TANYA LOUISE .......................MSED
ETHRIDGE, NICOLE L O U IS E ............................BS
EVANSCO, STACY LYNN ..............................BS
EVERSMANN, THOM AS ANDREW ...............BS
FECO, CHERYL DYANE .............................. MSED
FINN, SHELBY L A Y N E ........................................ BS
FISCHER, KRISTAL ROSE ..............................BS
FOSTER, KIMBERLY JO ..............................BS
FRAILEY, JOHN JOSEPH .......................MSED
FRANK, KRISTINA KAY .............................. BS
FRANK, TYEAST LEE ........................................ BS
FRANZOI, ALLISON CHRISTINE ...............BS
FREEMAN, KELLY L E IG H A N N .........................BS
FREY, ANDREW  JOHN ......................................BS
FRIEDMAN, JANEAN SUSAN ................. MSED
FROELICH, HOLLY LYNN .............................. BS
FULTON, MICHELLE L .................................MSED
GALLANT-MCFALL, LEAH ROBIN . .  MSED
GANSMANN, JAM IE  LYNN .........................MS
GERTH, JESSICA LYNNE ............................MS
GESTES, DARAH L Y N N ......................................BS
GILBERT, KARYN E ..............................................BS
GILL, TIFFANY N ................................................BS
GILLINGS, ALISON KAY .............................. BS
GLEICH, JAMIE LOUISE .............................. MS
GOEBEL, AM Y M ARIE ..............................MSED
GOEKEN. JOYLE M ARIE ...................... MSED
GOETZ, MEGHAN LEANNE ......................... BS
GOLDMAN, RHONDA JEAN ......................... BS
GOODMAN, ASHLEY RENE .........................BS
GRASER. FAITH LINNETTE ............................BS
GRAY, MARY ANGELA ..............................MSED
GREGORY, CHARLES, II .............................. MA
GRIFFIN. J IL L  RENA' .................................EDS
GRIFFITH, KIMBERLY ANN .......................MSED
GRINTER, APRIL LYNN ......................... MSED
GRINTER, LINDA S U E .................................MSED
GUELL, TANYA MARGARET ......................... BS
GUM, ¿TEPHANIE MARIE ............................BS
GURLEY, TONYA RENEE .......................MSED
HAAS, CHERYL JEAN ......................................MA
HANEBUTT, SARAH ANNE ............................BS
HANLON, MEAGAN E ........................................ BS
HANNEKEN, NICHOLE RAE .........................BS
HANSEN, MARTI K ...........................................BS
HARDESTY, KIMATHA A .......................MSED
HARMON, BRANDI DENA SHASCA . . . .BS
HARPER, ROSALYN M ..............................MSED
HARRE, STACI NOEL ........................................BS
HARRIS, LISA M A R IE ........................................BS
HASSON, MICHELE C H A N TA L .......................MS
HASTON, KRISTY LYNN .............................. SD
HAUSS, ASHLEY BROOKE .........................BS
HAWKINS, CARLEE BETH ............................BS
HEAVNER, ANNA MARIE ............................BS
HEFFREN, BETH ANN ................................ MSED
HEIENS, STEPHANIE LYNN ............................BS
HEMANN, LINDSEY JANE ............................BS
HENSCHEN, STEPHANIE GAIL ...............MSED
HERMAN, W ILLIA M  THOMAS ...............MSED
HERMANN, KIMBERLY ANNE .......................MS
HERRELL, ALEXANDER JONES .................... BS
HILL, KRISTINA MARIE .................................BS
HINE, KRISTINE E ................................................BS
HODGES, ANDREW JOSEPH .......................BS
HOLDEN, C HAD C  ......................................MSED
HOMANN, JENNIFER ANNE .........................BS
HOSFORD, AM Y LEA ........................................ BS
HUBBARD, CHRISTIANE RENE ED MA
HUBBARD, LINDSEY ROSE .........................BS
HUFF, KASEY ANNE ...........................................BS
HUNEKE, ANGELA LUCILLE .........................BS
HUNT, BRITTANY JEAN ..............................BS
HYRE, CHASTITY LEAH ...................... MSED
ISAAK, LISA J ...........................................MSED
IVER, IRENE MARGARET ............................SD
JACKSON, LATIA NICOLE ..............................BS
JACKSON, STEFANIE JEAN MARIE .......... BS
JAROSZEWSKI, ALISHA M ............................BS
JOHNSON, M ARCEITASHINA .......................BA
JOHNSON, MELISSA ANN ............................BS
JONES, M ARK BRADLEY ....................MSED
JOSEPH, CRYSTAL J A C IN D A .........................BS
JUNG, J IL L S  ...........................................MSED
JUNG, KELLI MARIE ........................................ BS
KAISER, MELANIE RENEE ............................BS
KANLLAKAN, WENDY C ............................MSED
KARBAN, KASEY MARIE ............................BS
KATH, RYAN ALYN ............................................. BS
KAUTZER, SUSAN A N N ..............................MSED
KEAVENY, AM Y FRANCES ............................BS
KECK, LINDSAY LEE ........................................ BS
KEEL, AM Y LYNN ............................................. BS
KEIM, AM ANDA JEAN ......................................BS
KENNEDY, HOLLY BETH .............................. BS
KEPKA, ADAM THOMAS .................................M A
KEPPLER, LINDSAY JO .............................. BS
KILLEBREW, EMILY ANN ............................MS
KITTA, SHANNON MARIE ............................BS
KLEINSCHMIDT, REBECCA MARIE .......... BS
KNUDSON, HEATHER NICHOLE ..................BA
KOBLER, EMILY KRISTINE .......................MSED
KOCHER, KATE M A R IE ......................................BS
KOHL, KIMBERLY DIANE .............................. BS
KOHNEN, TAMARA SUE ............................MSED
KOMNICK, JADRIEN R ACHELLE.................... BS
KOONTZ, JOSEPH PARKER ......................... BS
KORITZ, ROBYN NOELLE ............................BS
KORTE, KRISTIN DENISE ............................EDS
KOTTMEYER, MIKE JOHN ROGER ..........BS
KOUDELA, MEGAN E ........................................ BS
KRAMER, BEVERLY LYNN ......................... EDS
KRAUSS, BROOKE E LIZ A B E T H ...............MSED
KREMITZKI, COLLEEN BYRNE ...............MSED
KRIESEL, SARAH ELIZABETH ......................... BS
KULIK, JEFFREY PAUL .................................BS
KUYKENDALL, LESIA M ARIA ................. MSED
LAKE, LAURA ELIZABETH ............................MS
LAM AR, KARON G ...........................................BS
LAM BERT SARAH ........................................ BS
LANDRY, KRISTEN KAYE ............................BS
LANGSTON, ERIN ELIZABETH .................... BS
LATA, ALEXIA NICOLE .............................. BS
LEAR, ELISA AMBER ................................... BS
LESAR, SAMANTHA JO .................................BS
LINDLEY, CHRYSTAL S ............................BS
LININGER, ALEXANDER W  .................... BS
LOEH, DENA MARIE .................................MSED
LOGANBILL, ASHLEY N IC H O L E ..................SD
LOPEZ, PATRICK MARTIN .......................BS
LOVE, MARSHA GALE .................................BS
LOWE, JENNIFER ROSE ......................... MA
LUCCO, JANE A ............................................. BS
LYERLA, JENNY ANN ...................................BA
MADISON, CHRISTINA N IC O L E ..................BS
M ADRID. WENDY MARIE .......................BS
MAGARY. SARAH ELIZABETH ....................BS
M A G E R .'S A R A H  ERIN .................................MS
MAHONEY, SUSAN E LIZA B E T H ..................MS
MAJOR, ERIC JASON ............................MSED
MANSHOLT, JAMIE LYNN ............ ...............BS
MARCUM, JENNIFER LEANN ....................BS
M ARLIN , STEFANIE RENEE .......................BS
M ARSHALL, STACEY ANN ......................... BS
MCBRIDE, PATRICK T IM O T H Y ....................BS
MCCLOSKEY, JAMERSON J ............ MSED
MCDONOUGH, DEANA ANN .......................BS
MCGIBNEY, TONIA M ............................MSED
MCGREW, AM Y MEGAN ............................MS
MCGUIRE, ROSEMARY D ................. MSED
MCKENZIE, BRIDGET LEA .......................BS
M CM ANUS, JENNA RACHAEL ..................MS
MCNEIL, TRAMYA MONIC ......................... BS
MEANS, LORI HOWTON ......................... MSED
MEIER, MICHAEL GARY .................... MSED
MELLENTHIN, JOSEPH D W A Y N E ............... BS
MERLO, TERESA ANGELINE .................... BS
METCALF, LESLIE RAE .............................. BS
MEYER, BRETT E ........................................ BS
MEYER, TIMOTHY JOHN .......................MS
MIFFLIN, ELIZABETH JOYCE .......................BS
M ILLS, JULIE ANN ........................................ MS
MITCHELL, ANGELA DION .......................BS
MITCHELL, ANSON TREMAYNE .......... MSED
MONTES-KOLENCE, CELIA GRACE . . .  .BA 
MONTGOMERY, KIMBERLY MARIE . .  .BS
MOWEN, LINDSAY RYANNA ..................BA
MOYES, LANA E L A IN E ....................................BS
MUGGE, ALEXIS J E A N ....................................BS
MURATORI, SARA MICHELLE .................... BS
MUREN, COREY DAVID .................................BS
MYERS, DONNA M .............................. MSED
NAPLES, MOLLY NICOLE ............................BS
NEUERBURG, HOLLY M IC H E L E ..................BS
NEVILLE, ADRIANNE G .......................MSED
NEWELL, JULIA MARIE ............................BS
NEWMAN, DEVORAH T .............................. BS
NIBBE, MELODIE JANE ............................BS
NICHOLS, MELANIE D ................................... MA
NICHOLSON, RACHEL LYNN .................... BS
NIEMERG, ANN THERESA ......................... BS
NIKKEL, NATALIE L ......................................BS
NORSIGIAN, EMMA MARIE .................... BS
NOWAK, JESSICA LYNN ......................... BS
OBRIEN, KAREN JANET ............................BS
ODONNELL, LAUREN E .................................BS
OSTRESH, ERIN RENEE ............................BS
OTTEN, KRISTI L Y N N ......................................BS
PALAZZOLO, ANN RENEE ......................... BS
PARK, NICK GEORGE ................................... BS
PARKER, KRISTIN LAURETTA .................... BS
PARSONS, MICHELLE LYNN .................... BS
PATEL, AKTA K ................................................BS
PATTEN, GRACE ELIZABETH .......................BS
PATTISON-RAK, DAWN RENEE ..................BS
PAUSTIAN, ABIGAIL ANNE ......................... BS
PEMBROOK, LINDSEY HELEN .................... BS
PICKREIGN, ELIZABETH J A N E .................... BS
PIERSON, KENNETH D ....................................BS
PILGER, LAURA ELIZABETH .......................SD
POLETTI, AMANDA MARIE .................... BS
POMMER, NICOLE BRIANNE .................... BS
POWELL, JOCELYN T ................................... BA
PRANGER, SARA ELIZABETH .................... MS
PRESLEY, ANNESSA JAYNE .......................BS
QUAYLE, WENDY LEE ............................MSED
RABOIN, DEBORAH ANN ..................MSED
RAKERS, ELIZABETH G R A C E .......................BS
RAMAGE, ALEXIS ANN .................................MS
RAMSEY, JODIE LYNN ............................MSED
RAPOFF, BETH ANN .................................MSED
RASBERRY, AMBER LYNN ......................... BS
RAUH, MEGAN MARIE .................................BS
REHG, CHRISTINA ........................................ BS
RICHTER, ROCHELLE M A R IE ............... MSED
RIFE, LINDSEY RAE ......................................BS
RIST, DOUGLAS OWEN .................................BS
RIST, KORI ELIZABETH .............................. BS
RITTER, BECKY KAY ....................................BS
RIVENBURGH, ASHLEY NICOLE ............... BS
ROBERTS, ADELITA D .............................. MSED
ROBLES, JILL  LYNN ......................................BS
ROSADO, LISETTE ........................................ BS
ROSS, MYISHA SHANELLE .................... BS
ROSSETTO, MICHELLE L Y N N .......................BS
ROTHE, ADAM FRANK .................................BS
RUDEN, ELISA D ........................................ BS
RUMER, MICHELE LEA .................................BA
RUPPERT, PHILLIP D A N IE L ......................... BS
SALEM, MONICA NECHELLE .................... BS
SAMUEL, INETRA LA Q U A N IA .......................BS
SANS, MICHELLE EVELYN .......................BA
SANSONE, MARY KATHRYN ..................BS
SANTONI, KARA RAINE ............................BS
SAUERMANN, FRANK M .............................. BS
SCHIEFERDECKER-BURKE, AM ANDA E . .BS
SCHLEICHER, ERICH LARUE .......................BS
SCHLEICHER, NICOLE RENEE ..................BS
SCHMIDT, JENNIFER A ............................BS
SCHNEIDER, JOSHUA L O U IS .......................BA
SCHOMBER. ANNE M ......................................BS
SCHRAM, NATHEN DANIEL .............MSED
SCHRAND, STACEY MICHELLE ..................BS
SCHULTE, STACY ANN .................................MS
SCHULTZ, VICTORIA R ............................BS
SCHUMACHER, ANNA MARIE ..................BS
SCHWAPPACH. STEPHANIE ANNE . .  .BS
SCOTT, ANGELA M ..............................  . .  .BS
SCRIVNER, COURTNEY S A R A H ..................SD
SEMANEK, TARA B E T H ............................MSED
SHARP, BRANDON MICHAEL ....................BS
SHEDELBOWER. BRIAN LEE .................... BS
SHEHADEH, SARA M ......................................BS
SHEROKY, BRETT LEE ................................... BS
SHEVOKAS, LAURA CHRISTINE ...............MS
SIBURT, NEIL THOMAS ............................BS
SIES, BETH LYNN ........................................ MS
SILER, RACHEAL LYNNE ............................BS
SIMON, DENISE M .................................MSED
SIMS, TRACI LEE ...........................................BA
SINGLER, DIANNA KAY ............................BS
SLATTERY, COLLEEN AM ELIA ................. MS
SLONAKER, SARA KAY SCHMIDT .MSED
SLY, MELISSA ANNE ................................... BS
SMIDDY, JENNIFER LYNN .......................BS
SMITH, JENNIFER LYNN .......................MSED
SMITH, KALI A U T U M N ................................... BS
SMITH, REBECCA A ........................................ BS
SNOW, JENNIFER LYNN ............................BS
SOMJEE, LEILA H ........................................ MA
SOUTH, STACY ANNETTE ....................MSED
SOWDERS, STEVEN ANDREW  ................. BS
SPACHER, BRIAN DAVID, I I .......................BS
SPENCE, ANDREW ALLEN .........................BS
STACK, ERIN MICHELLE ............................BA
STACK, SANDRA DENEAN ......................... BS
STECKLER, JENNIE M ARIE ................. MSED
STEINMANN, CATHERINE T ...............MSED
STEVENS, M AfiC IE  L U C IL L E ..................MSED
STEVENSON, BARBARA JEAN ....................BS
STOREY, TRACI NICHOLE .......................BS
STORM, ALISON R .................................MSED
STRONG, ERIN MICHELE ............................BS
SUEDMEYER, KATHY MARIE ............ MSED
SULLIVAN, AM ANDA N IC O LE .......................BS
SULLIVAN, LINDSI ANN ..............................BS
SULLIVAN, MONIQUE ................................... BA
SVEC, BRITTANY NICOLE ...................... BS
TAUL, DONNA MARIE .................................MS
TAYLOR, ANGELA MEGHAN ....................BS
TEETER, AMBER E ........................................ BS
TEGEL, LAUREN NICOLE ............................BS
TENGSTRAND, ERIC JOHN ....................BS
TERRELL, MEGAN M ARIE ......................... BS
THOLE, M ARISSA JAM IE  ............................BS
THOMAS, STEPHANIE ANNE ....................BS
THOMPSON-PRATT, SHANA LEIGH . . .  .BS
THOMPSON, MATTHEW W IL L IA M .............BS
THORNTON, MANDI MARIE ....................BS
THULL, GRETCHEN RENEE ....................BS
TILLM AN, ERNEST SCOTT, JR ..................BS
TOENJES, LAUREN M IC H E L LE ....................BS
TOENNIES, LUANN .................................MSED
TRUDELL, MARY E LIZ A B E T H ...................... BS
TUETKEN-GRAY, A M Y JO ....................MSED
TWIST, BETSY JEAN ................................... BA
ULRICH, LORI ANN ........................................ BS
VAN ASCH, NEIL JOHN ............................BS
VAN DEVEN, LOUIS JOHNATHAN . . .  .BA
VANDER MEER, JULIE M A R IE ............ MSED
VELK, JACQUELINE JEANETTE ..................SD
VOJAS, DONNA GALE .................................BS
WACKERLY, KIMBERLY ............................MSED
WALDO, SHANNA B E T H .................................BS
WALKER, BRANDON ......................................BS
W ALLIS, COREY MICHAEL ...............MSED
W ALLIS, STEPHANIE L E IG H ................. MSED
WALTERS, KIMBERLY ANN ............ MSED
WARD, KANDIE N ......................................BS
WARHOOVER, JAM IE ALLYN ....................BS
WATERSON, M ALIN D A F ................. MSED
WATKINS, KEONNA RENEE ....................BS
WEBB, AARON MELVIN .................................BS
WEBER, TASHA L E IG H ................................... BS
WEHMER, LAURA ANNE ..............................BS
WEILBACHER, CYBELE SHERMAN .MSED
WEIR, JENNIFER M ARIE ............................BS
WEISE, CHRISTINA A ......................................BS
WELLER, JENNIFER LYNN ...............MSED
WELLS, CATHIE L ....................................MSED
WERNER, KEVIN SCOTT ......................... BS
WEST, LEANN W ........................................... BS
WEST, RAMONE ...........................................BS
WHITAKER, DONNA K ............................MSED
WHITE, KAREN LYNN ............................MSED
WIELGUS, MICHAEL JOSEPH, JR . .MSED
WILDHABER, JAMIE RENAE ....................BS
W ILKINSON, RECHELLE M A R IE ..................BS
W ILLIAM S, BAILEY ELIZABETH .............BS
W ILLIAM S, CALEB SAYWEL ....................BS
W ILLIAM S, DE M O N .................................MSED
W ILLIAM S, KASIA MICHELLE ED . . .  .BS
W ILLIAM SO N, ALECIA BEATRICE ..........BS
W ILLIAM SO N. JOHN CLAYTON ED MSED
W ILLIAM SO N, PHELON L ......................... BS
W ILLIS , AISHA V ...........................................BS
WIRTH, DANIEL EUGENE ............................BS
WISNESKI, DIANE PATTERSON ..  . MSED
WOELFEL, SARAH MICHELLE ....................BS
WOHLTMAN, GINA NICOLE ....................BS
W OMBACHER, SHERI LYNN ..................BS
WOOD, TABATHA ......................................MSED
WOODS, KATHLEEN MARIE ............ MSED
WOODSON, JENNIFER C H R IS T I................. BS
WRIGHT-COLEMAN, STEPHANIE R .MSED
YAMANAKA, SAORI ........................................ BS
YOST, ERIN M A R IE ........................................... BS
YOUNG, AMANDA MAE .............................. BA
YOUNG, SUE ANN .............................. MSED
ZETTLER. ELIZABETH LEIGH ED . . .  .BS 
ZIEGLER, MEGHAN MICHELLE ED . .  .BS
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Man about N e e d  t o  h i t  t h e  b o o k s  
t h i s  s u m m e r ?
2 H
Lake Land
take 0  i  gen ed class with as thu iirmrnet.
Don't live here,, no problem,Take it otrtinei
..
i j l 'J  J '* U
I ' j j  u j i / V
Lak* land o0m tmrw thm  J 60 onfimr mune*.
A p p ly , r e g i s t e r  & p a y  o n l i n e !
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S t u d e n t  G o v e r n m e n t  
S o u t h e r n  I l l i n o i s  U n i v e r s it y  E d w a r d s v il l e  
R e c o g n i t i o n  o f  F a c u l t y
It is the responsibility of Student Government to serve in the best 
interest of the students of Southern Illinois University Edwardsville, and
HEREAS,
Student Government is responsible for representing both undergraduate 
and graduate students, with the goal of improving campus life, 
including improving student relations with faculty, and
HEREAS,
Student Government recognizes that the faculty serve as mentors in and 
out of the classroom and also provide support to students outside the 
classroom with many activities, and
HEREAS,
Showing appreciation to the faculty can be accomplished without 
spending student fees or committing University financial resources, and,
HEREAS,
Student Government is a partner in promoting and advancing the support 
of faculty appreciation.
HEREAS,
Be It Resolved: That the Student Government of Southern Illinois 
University Edwardsville supports the establishment of a faculty 
appreciation day on April 20, 2006.
'HEREFORE,
N WITNESS WHEREOF,
I have hereunto set my hand this twentieth day of April, in the year 
two thousand six
Cindy M. Holesko, President 
SIUE Student Government
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
í í « f í  s o « * *  ss**»***»-*«** l i  err«
¡ Ä l . 100 m inutes J
O ne Month ; 
Unlimited
B eco m e a n  A ztec i ! . « l  M em ber fo r FREE i 
Y* a n d  only  pay i 
\ ' $24.95 a m onth* fo* U nlim ited T anning , 
12 -month package !
P U L  W'
TA BLES • CH AIRS * G LA S S W A R E  • C H IN A • SILVER- ARCHES  
B A LLO O N S  • PAPER PR O D UC TS » FOOD SERVICE EQUIPM ENT  
W EDDING  INVITATIONS • C A N D E LA B R A S  • CANO PIES
S t e v e  B r u t  
N e w s  R e p o r t e r
With the end o f the sem ester 
fast approaching and a week o f 
finals bearing dow n, I thought 1 
would touch base on the best o f 
the best in the Edwardsville area. 
Food, am bience and drinks for 
under $20 has been my goal and 
for the most part Fve found some 
really nice places for students to
go-
For breakfast, hung over or 
not, D enny’s gets the nod o f best 
in town. Thorough service, with a 
solid breakfast, and a side order 
of extrem e patience , the 
restaurant is great for collegiate 
after-events.
The lunch aw ard goes to 
B igelo’s B istro in dow ntow n 
Edwardsville for having the best 
lunches and atm osphere in the 
price range. Throw in a full bar 
with multiple specialty beers on 
tap, this place is a classy lunch 
joint.
Dinner must be served at La 
Fonda’s on Illinois Route 159. 
Tucked quietly in the shopping 
area with tinted w indow s, it’s 
nearly invisible. Inside, however, 
with its blaring Latin music and 
hot Mexican food, this restaurant 
is for fans o f cheap chow and
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will also be going home to take 
summer classes.
“ I am going to go to Lincoln 
Land Com m unity C ollege and 
take som e classes I need ,” 
Patterson said.
If taking sum m er classes or 
having a scheduled job  isn’t what 
you had in mind, then being a 
volunteer is a way to spend your 
time doing something productive.
Human or animal shelters, 
hospitals, sum m er cam ps and
margaritas.
As far as drinks go, I 
encourage everyone to try 
Shenanigans’ Irish Wake. In fact, 
have two if you feel like slurring 
your speech and stum bling 
around. These concocted mixes 
of alcohol will have you feeling 
like you lost an Irish boxing 
match the night before, so be 
forewarned.
Best local pub is C leo’s on 
M ain Street. If you can outlast 
the locals, ignore the beeping dart 
game and sift through the sm oke, 
you’ll have a good time when the 
college crowd starts flooding in 
on Thursdays. One-dollar bottles 
o f Natural L ight and loud 
karaoke have silly, wild nights 
written all over it.
Honorable mentions go to 
China K ing near cam pus for 
quick , delicious carryout and 
A pplebee’s for their half-price 
appetizers and $ 1.50 drafts 
Sunday through Thursday nights. 
I t’s the perfect after-hours study 
place if you need a nightcap or 
chips and cheese to unwind.
If you have a place you want 
reviewed, don’t bother sending it 
to stevereviews@ yahoo.com . My 
stom ach and liver have had 
enough review ing for one 
semester.
many more places are always 
looking for volunteers. Besides 
earning the satisfaction o f helping 
o thers, volunteering can be a 
great resume builder.
Anything you decide to do 
over the sum m er such as 
w orking, taking classes or 
volunteering can keep you busy, 
while m aking your college 
experience easier one way or 
another for the next school 
year.
S ports Quote o f  the Day
“If you train hard, you '11 not only 
be hard, you '11 be hard to beat. ” 
~Herschel Walker
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Cougars kiss the sky
K a t i l  G r o t h /Al e s t l e
SIUE freshman Mike Horejs spills through the air on the back 
end of a long jump during a recent meet at Korte Stadium.
M a l l o r y  H e n s l e y
S p o r t s  S t r i n g e r
The SIUE m en ’s track team 
m ade its p resence felt at the 
Illinois Invitational in Cham paign 
this w eekend. Rubbing elbows 
with the sta te’s top Division I 
athletes, the Cougars won one 
event and had a school record 
broken in another.
K yle R ose, a sophom ore 
sprinter for SIU E, won the 400- 
m eter dash . R ose got second 
place in the sam e event in 
the D ivision  II C hallenge 
Tournam ent the previous 
w eekend. He im proved his time 
from 48.12 seconds to 47.51 to 
notch the first place position.
R ose’s perform ance was the 
best that the Cougars have had 
this spring. It was also a NCAA 
provisional qualifying mark.
Junior Anthony W eber w as 
another star o f the show. A leap of 
16 feet, 6.75 inches earned him 
first place at the Illinois 
Invitational and set a new school
see MEN, page 12
SIUE maintains in Champaign
M a l l o r y  H e n s l e y
S p o r t s  S t r i n g e r
The SIUE w om en’s track and 
field  team  refused  to be 
dom inated last w eekend at the 
Illinois Invitational. Although the 
Cougars com peted with the best 
Division I athletes from around 
the state, they refused to bow 
dow n, winning tw o events and 
placing in nearly a dozen others.
H olly N oller reaped much 
en joym ent out o f  C ham paign, 
placing in the top five o f three 
events. Noller, a senior, placed 
first in the javelin  with a distance 
o f 43.22 m eters. She also placed 
fourth and fifth in the shot put 
and discus, respectively.
Sophom ore jum per Christine 
Butler also posted a noteworthy 
perform ance for SIU E. Butler 
placed first in the triple jum p, 
setting the new school record at 
40 feet, 4 inches. The mark is 
second best in the country, as well 
as B utler’s personal best. Butler 
also placed fifth in the long jum p, 
hopping 5.47 m eters.
Callie G lover, a junior,
see WOMEN, page 12
K a t i e  G r o t h /Al e s t l e
SIUE junior Valerie Simmons hurdles her way to the finish line 
during a recent meet at Korte Stadium.
Men’s golf heads 
to Super Regionals
S t e p h e n  B u d n i c k i
S p o r t s  S t r i n g e r
In its first season o f 
com petition since returning to the 
intercollegiate roster, the SIUE 
m en’s go lf team is m aking strides 
on the greens.
The C ougars received an 
invitation over the weekend to 
play in the NCAA Division II 
Super Regional in Crest Hill.
The Prairie Bluff G olf Club 
will host the regional tournam ent, 
w hich begins M onday and 
continues through Wednesday.
The Cougars will need to be 
on their toes if they want to 
advance to the finals. Only the 
top two team s will advance to the 
three-day event that takes place 
from M ay 16 to May 19 at the 
R esort at G lade Springs in 
Daniels, W.V.
The Cougars squeaked into 
the regionals as the No. 7 team in 
the G reat Lakes Region. Only the 
top eight squads in the region- 
qualified  to play in the 
tournam ent.
Eighty team s and 50
ind iv iduals w ere selected  to 
swing it out in the event, which 
features 10 regions nationwide. 
Five sites play hosts for regional 
events. Each site will invite two 
different regions to compete on 
their courses.
SIU E H ead Coach Mark 
M arcuzzo mentioned that this is a 
great opportunity  for the golf 
program to attend the regional 
tournam ent.
SIU E w ill be com peting 
against Ferris State University, 
G rand Valley State University, 
Saginaw Valley State University, 
N orthw ood University, and Great 
Lakes Valley C onference foes 
N orthern K entucky University, 
Bellarm ine University and the 
University o f Indianapolis, which 
all qualified from the Great Lakes 
Region.
The Cougars will bring along 
A ll-G LV C perform er Kyle 
G ansauer, a senior who totes a 
sim m ering 74.4 scoring average. 
The SIUE lineup will also feature 
jun io rs  Ryan C oughlin , C raig 
H einzm ann, Brian Kuddes and 
Kyle Lickenbrock.
Women’s golfers move on
G e o f f  S c h a r d a n
S p o r t s  S t r i n g e r
The w om en’s golf team has 
advanced to the NCAA Division 
II R egionals fo r the fourth 
consecutive year.
The R egional Tournam ent 
will be held on M onday and 
Tuesday at, the Findlay Country 
Cldb ^ T itid ilay , Ohio. The other 
team s to join  the Cougars in the 
East Regional are Ferris State 
University, G rand Valley State 
University, Drury University, the 
University o f Southern Indiana 
and N orthern  K entucky 
University.
The top two teams and top 
two individuals will advance to 
the national cham pionship that 
will be held at The M eadows in 
A llendale , M ich., M ay 10 
through 13.
The Cougars will be used to 
the regional course as they have 
ju st fin ished  third in the 
U niversity  o f Findlay 
O utback S teakhouse W om en’s
Invitational.
SIUE finished with a team 
score o f 675. The Cougars were 
only 26 strokes out o f first place. 
T his con tinued  their strong 
perform ances recently as they 
have finished in the top three 
in four o f  the last five 
tournam ents.
The C ougars had four of 
their five golfers finish in the top 
25.
Junior Ashley Hemann led 
the team with a score o f 162. She 
was fourth overall in individual 
play and eight s(rokes out o f first. 
Jun io r D anielle Kaufm an 
finished in a tie for I Ith,junior 
Brittany Hood tied for 15th and 
sophom ore Julie Cline was tied 
for 25th. Although she w asn’t in 
the top  25 , jun io r Casey 
B iddinger finished in a tie for 
44th place.
The Cougars next matches 
will be the NCAA Division II 
R egionals held M onday 
and T uesday at Findlay, 
Ohio.
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Cougar coach leaving SIUE 
for Edwardsville High School
S t e p h e n  B u d n i c k i  
S p o r t s  S t r in g e r
SIU E ’s m e n ’s basketball 
Assistant Coach M ark Allaria has 
accepted the position o f assistant 
coach of the Edwardsville Tigers.
A llaria w ill also be the 
physical education teacher while 
joining E dw ardsville H igh 
School Head Coach Mike W aldo. 
Waldo coached Allaria from 1994 
to 1998 during A llaria’s senior 
year in w hich he helped  the 
Tigers to a 26-2 victory.
A llaria played colligate 
basketball at U niversity  o f 
Evansville, where current SIUE 
Head Coach M arty Sim mons was 
an assistant coach at the tim e.
Sim m ons m entioned that 
Allaria is a dedicated and very 
knowledgeable basketball player 
and adapts quickly.
“I wish him nothing but the 
best at Edw ardsville High 
School,” Simmons said. “I know 
the best is yet to com e.”
Allaria left a mark in his 
playing days with the Purple 
Aces. During the 2001-02 season, 
he led the M issouri Valley 
C onference with 150 assists 
while putting his name in the 
record books at Evansville for the 
eighth best in assists in a single 
season. He was also a m em ber of 
the 2001-02 M issouri Valley 
Conference First Team Scholar- 
Athlete team.
Allaria had a great last year 
with the Cougars’ going to the 
Elite Eight for the first tim e in 
collegiate history. The C ougars’ 
went on to record 25 victories, a 
season best.
Allaria plans to work until 
June with SIUE Athletics before 
heading to Edw ardsville High 
School.
“ I w ould like to thank 
everyone at SIU E. (W orking 
with) Athletic D irector Hewitt, 
M ary Sim m ons and all the 
players was a great experience.” 
Allaria said.Know Your World Read the Alesile www.thealestle.com
Cougars kick it up in spring
K at y  H a r t w ig A4/.c .S77.e
SIUE sophomore mid-fielder Katie Yearian fights to dribble the ball past a draping 
defender during a practice game against McKendree College April 19 at the practice 
field behind Korte Stadium. The Cougars also took on Truman State University and 
Southeast Missouri State University in an April 23 doubleheader.
Stop by our all new %%££& deli at the
Edwardsville Shop ’n Save. Tempt your taste buds with 
fresh hot ’n fresh soups,
mouthwatering and crispy
A l l  o f  i t  m a d e  j u s t  t h e  w a y  y o u  l i k e  i t .
cSave MfkmS
S a t is fy  y o u r  h u n g e r  to d ay !
iF r e eI When you purchase a Medium or Large Fresh Toasted Sub
1
 P ep s i P ro d u cts  in clu d e P epsi, D iet Pepsi, M tn. Dew, ^
Diet Mtn. Dew, Sierra Mist, Diet Sierra 
H Mist or Wild Cherry Pepsi 
I  • PLU #6060 
• Offer expires 4/29/06 
I  • Limit 1 coupon per person ^'  Coupon may not be reproduced or copied
20 oz.




Prepriced $5.99 or higher |  
from the Fast ’n Fresh Deli
I • Offer expires 4/30/06 * • Limit 1 coupon per person 
I  • Coupon may not be ® reproduced or copied
2122 Troy Road 
618-692-9000
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WOMEN ----------from page 10
posted a ham m er throw  o f 54.30 
m eters, setting a school record. 
A lthough her throw  notched her 
second place, it w as the second 
best throw in the entire country 
am ong fem ale D ivision  II 
athletes.
Star sprinter Tairisha Sawyer 
put a pair o f  second-p lace 
finishes under her belt. Sawyer, 
a junior, cam e in right behind the 
first-place finishers in both the 
100 and 200-m eter dashes. 
D eserea Brow n, another sprinter,
M E N ----------------from page 10
record . W eber, w ho held the 
previous record, broke it by two 
inches.
A lthough freshm an Kris 
K om brink and sen io r Steve 
Landers did not place first in their 
events, both m en qualified for 
N ationals provisionally .
K om brink posted  a ham m er 
throw  m ark o f  53 .26  m eters, 
while Landers hurled the discus 
51.45 meters. T he perform ances 
earned  them  fourth  and third 
places respectively.
Sophom ore E rik  Steffens 
placed second in the 5000 with a 
tim e o f 15:22.49. H is team m ate, 
senior Phil Freim uth, also posted 
a second-place perform ance. 
Freim uth finished second in the 
javelin  throw w ith  a throw of 
60.60 m eters. Fellow  SIUE 
senior Dustin B ilbruck finished 
right behind him  in third place. 
Freim uth also p laced in the top 
five in the m en’s high jum p. His
finished fifth in both the 100- 
meter hurdles and in the 400- 
meter dash.
Sophom ore distance runner 
Kelly Founders placed fourth in 
the 5000-m eter with a time o f 19 
minutes, 21.10 seconds. Valerie 
Sim m ons, a jun ior, also placed 
fourth. She fin ished  the 400 
hurdles in 1:03.02.
The Cougars have a busy 
w eekend ahead , they w ill 
participate in the Drake Relays 
and host the C ougar Twilight.
[
I .98-m eter jum p  earned him 
fourth place.
The SIUE team  held its own 
against Division I com petitors in 
the 4x400 m eter relay. The 
Cougars cam e in second place 
with a time o f 3:14.31.
Rounding out the top-five 
finishers w ere freshm an Chris 
L ittle ton and seniors Brian 
Taghon and Ben W illard. 
L ittle ton  fin ished  the 100 in
II.1 2  seconds, securing a fifth- 
place finish. Taghon, a distance 
runner, placed fourth in the 1500. 
W illard also placed fourth. His 
15.32-meter throw  found success 
in the shot put category.
N ext up for the Cougars are 
the Drake Relays this weekend, 
where SIUE will be com peting in 
four relay events. In addition, the 
team will be hosting the Cougar 
T w ilight on Saturday for top 
D ivision  II and D ivision III 
com petitors.
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 'ggMygguu
Ca m p u s  R e c r e a  tio n
6 1 8 - 6 5 0 - B F I T 
www.siue.edu/CREC
Campus Recreation is looking 
for lifeguards for the outdoor 
pool for this summer!
Get an application at the front 
desk of the SFC or call Keith 
Becherer at 650-3242!
B e n e f it s  
F a ir
E v e n t s
Thursday, 
April 27 
11:30 a.m. -  
1:30 p.m.
Chancellor's Walk
The annual 2 mile walk with Chancellor 
Vaughn Vandegrift, and the 
Vice Chancellors. 
7 1:30 a.m. from the frontdoors of 
University Center, and will end at the SFC
Fitness and Benefit Fair
Join us and gather a wide variety of 
beneficial health information from area 
hospitals, health, dental and life insurance 
providers, State Universities Retirement 
System, and University program units.
Staff Senate Barbeque
Support the student scholarship fund
For more info call 650-2348 by joining us for lunch!
K a t ie  G r o t h M z.£S7X£
SIUE freshman Nick Schaecher flies through the air on a long 
jump during a recent meet at Korte Stadium.
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THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTINO US
throughout the yeoru!
r»L JWL. .. www.siue.edu/CAB Qanput :
& c  o IS £ >  S  OM U N I C A T I O N
S O U N D S  O F  S U M M E R  S A L E
5 - 2 5 % OFF A p ril 2 4 th -  2 9 r
M O N D A Y :
T U E S D A Y :
W E D N E S D A Y :
T H U R S D A Y :
F R ID A Y :
O p e n  9 a m  -  6pm
S p e c ia l on  C la rio n  
O p e n  9 a m  -  7pm  
S p e c ia l on  K ic k e r  
O p e n  9 a m  -  7pm  
S p e c ia l on  A lp in e  
O p e n  9am  -  7pm  
S p e c ia l on  R o c k f o r d  F o s g a te  
O p e n  9am  -  7pm
Live Remote Broadcast by 105.7 Th e  Point 
A l l  3  " C C  A u d io  G ir ls "  a u to g ra p h  sig n in g  
S p e c ia l on a ll lin e s  o f  p r o d u c ts
O p e n  9 a m  -  5pm
S p e c ia l on M e m p h is  C a r  A u d io  
E x t r a  %  o f f  on C le a ra n c e  I t e m s
A n Event Y o u  D o n ’ t W a n t  to M iss !!!
F ree  F o o d a n d  D r in k s . S tu n n in g  C C  A u d io  G ir ls . F a c to ry  D e m o  V e h ic le s  
b v  A lp in e , C la r io n . K ic k e r .  M e m p h is , R o c k fo rd  F o s u a te  ) ) ) ) >
3 0 0 6  South  S ta te  R o u te  159 G len  C arbon , IL  (n ex t to  B lo ck b u ste r)  
___________________  (6 1 8 )  6 9 2 -6 0 2 5




L_Yo u  decideH
P eace Corps
Redefine yo u r w orld.
w w w .p e a c e co rp s .g o v  
M I M I  800-424-8580
a , - . . - , . . . ,  ____ ________
S U S H I &  J A P A N E S E  G R IL L
Tel: 6T8.659.9400 Fax: 618.659.9444
1025  C entury Drive •  Edwardsville 
O ff Route 1 57  Behind Scott Credit Union
Appetizers
Lunch & Dinner 
Sushi • Noodle • Sake 
Chicken • Steak • Seafood
Menu Items Subject To Change
v m
DINE-IN  o r CARRY O UT
$ 1 0  M y s t i c s  
p a c k a g e s  &  l o t i o n  
s p e c i a l s
come in to see
(must have coupon)
4235 St. Ilf«1! 159 • G len  Carbon • 288 0022
1« thfc Psstca Corps, y o u  y o u i i e f i ,  h t i ip
otlwr* m u ì  M rnt ya w  t»u n ity  Cont*ct tJw»
< vrp* tod»y, «nd thing* your >4*#
of wfwt 'changing th* wortd" I» *fl about.
for a great job
with Extra Spending Money, FlexibleSchedules and Competitive Pay?
Apply at the end of June !
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“Before giving, I 
always look for 
the Humane Seal.”
NOAH WYLE 
Star of NBC’s hit show ER
The Humane Charity Seal 
of Approval guarantees that 
a health charity funds vital 
patient services or life-saving 
medical research, but never 
animal experiments.
C ouncil o n  H um ane  Giving
W ashington, D.C. 
w w w . H u m a n e S e a l. o rg  
202-686-2210, ext. 335
PHYSICIANS COMMITTEE FOR RESPONSIBLE MEDICINE
K erasotes
f l W L  Movies w ith  Magic j y  ¿k.
FREE R EF ILL O N  P O P C O R N  &  SOFT DRINKS 
V IS IT  US O N L IN E  A T  W W W .K E R A S O T E S .C O M
S ho w T imes fo r  A pril 28 -  May 4
C o t t o n w o o d  — Edw ardsville  
upper le v e l M a ll— 1-800-FANDANGO 1559#
H 5 0 -A L L  SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM • * 2 -A LL  EVENING SHOWS
TAKE THE LEAD (PG-13) 6:45 
Fri/Sat Late Show 9:30; Sat & Sun Matinee 2:15 
LUCKY NUMBER SLEVIN (R) 7:00 
Fri/Sat Late Show 9:40; Sat & Sun Matinee 2:00 
FAILURE TO LAUNCH (PG-13) 7:15 
Fri/Sat Late Show 9:50; Sat & Sun Matinee 2:30
E a s t g a t e  C in e m a  -E a s t  A lto n
Eastgate Center-1-800-FANDANGO 1558#
U -5 0 -A LL  SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM S  STUDENTS ANYTIME
Y f t  BARGAIN TUESDAY! f S f
V I $ 5  ALL SEATS-ALL TIMES + W f  ,
R.V. (PG) 4:00 6:30 
Fri/Sat Late Show 8:50; Sat & Sun Matinee 1:40 
SILENT HILL (R) 4:10 7:00 
Fri/Sat Late Show 9:45; Sat & Sun Matinee 1:20 
THE SENTINEL (PG-13) 4:40 7:20 
Fri/Sat Late Show 10:00; Sat & Sun Matinee 2:00 
SCARY MOVIE 4 (PG-13) 4:30 6:50 
Fri/Sat Late Show 9:15; Sat & Sun Matinee 2:10 
THE BENCHWARMERS (PG-13) 4:50 7:10 
Fri/Sat Late Show 9:30;
Sat & Sun Matinee 2:20 
ICE AGE: th e  M e ltd o w n  (PG) 4:20 6:40 
Fri/Sat Late Show 9:00;
Sat & Sun Matinee 1:50
S h o w P l a c e  12 — Edw ardsville  
ju s t  W e st  o f Ro u te  159 on  C enter  G rove  R d .
1 -8 0 0 -F A N D A N G O  1 5 6 0 #
ALL STADIUM SEATING—ALL DIGITAL SOUÑdI
* 6 - s h o w s  b e f o r e  6  PM • * 6 '75-STUDENTS a f t e r  6 PM
1 W ant FIVE BUCK MOVIES?
SIGN UP TODAY AT
www.fivebuckclub.net
m m  MofiC H«fC for Horns (ft Dadt) 
T u e s d a y s  -  1 s t  matwbb o f  each fe a tw s
STICK IT (PG-13) 1:40 4:30 7:30 10:10 
R.V. (PG) 2:00 4:50 7:50 10:20 
UNITED 93 (R) 1:00 3:50 6:50 9:30 
AKEELAH AND THE BEE (PG)
1:20 4:10 7:10 10:00 
SILENT HILL (R) 12:50 3:45 6:40 9:40 
FRIENDS WITH MONEY (R)
1:50 4:40 7:45 10:15 
AMERICAN DREAMZ (PG-13)
1:15 4:00 7:20 10:05 
THE SENTINEL (PG-13) 1:45 4:20 7:00 9:50 
the WILD (G) 1:30 3:40 6:20 9:00 
SCARY MOVIE 4 (PG-13) 2:15 5:00 7:40 9:55 
BENCHWARMERS (PG-13) 2:10 4:45 7:15 9:20 
ICE AGE 2 (PG) 1:10 3:30 6:30 9:10 
HOOT (PG) & MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE: III 
(PG-13)
Open Friday May 5 
A d v a n c e  T i c k e t s  o n  S a l e  N O W !
Just a click away...
www.thealestle.com
Open a checking account with TheBANK & get FREE 
Online Banking... plus easy access to your cash w ith our 
FREE ATM /MagicCheck Card. Open your account online af www.4thebank.com 
or at any of our 15 Southwestern Illinois locations!
FREE 24-Hour 
Online Banking
www.4thebank.com 656.0012 or 1 .888 .70 .MAGIC
(Toll-Free, Outside Local Calling Area) Member FDIC
SHOW COLLEGE PRIDE... SPECIAL COUGAR CHECKS & CHECKBOOK COVER FROM TheBANK.
S C  H  O  O í .  O F  B  U S  I  N  fc $  Sid e a  . tic
Thursday, April 27 from 5:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. 
Morris University Center-SIUE Campus
Y O U  A R E  I N V I T E D  T O  A T T E N D !
I f  y ou  are not one o f  the fe w  hundred p e o p le  w h o  
h ave attended the past even ts  h e ld  at W a sh in g ton  
U n iv e rs ity - fifte en  p e o p le  are g iv e n  tw o  m inu tes each  
to share their crea tive , in n o va tiv e  and m a yb e  ju st 
ex traord inary  ideas w ith  a g rou p  o f  ju dges and a 
room  fu ll o f  p eop le . T h e  ju d g es  then se lec t f i v e  
w inners w h o  r e c e iv e  35100.
I f  you  h ave an id ea  that y o u  w o u ld  l ik e  to  
present, ca ll 650 -2166  to  reg is te r  y o u r  id ea
Hors cl’ oeuvres, refreshments, and 




E ntrep reneursh ip  C en ter
C O L L t i O l A T e .
E N T R E P R f N E U R S 'ORGANIZATION
. SOUtHERN tCViMCMS UNlW.RSrfY efcWAfcOSVIiXC
F o r  m o re  in fo rm a t io n :
g o  to  w w w .ideabounce.còm  
o r ca ll (6  1 8 )  6 5 0 -5  166 
F o r  d ire c t io n s :
g o  to  w w w .s iu e .e d u / m a p s
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C o l l e g e  o f  a r t s  &  s c i e n c e s
Dean Kent Neely 
Associate Dean Carl Springer 
Associate Dean Wendy Shaw  
and all of the Faculty and Staff 
of the College of Arts and Sciences 
congratulate you on achieving 




Mathematics & Statistics 
Social Work
Tenure and Promotion to Professor
Thad Duhigg Art & Design












Art & Design 
Biological Sciences 
Chemistry












Andrew A. Neath 
Michael Mishra 
Robert B. Ware 













Promotion to Associate Professor
Shunfu Hu Geography
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CLASSIFIEDS
PLACING A CLASSIFIED AD
Frequency Rates
(Five (5) words equal one line)
A ll classified s anil personals must be paid 
in lu ll prior to publication.
1 run: $1 .00/line 5 runs: $ .90/line 
(2 line minimum) 20 runs: $ .85/line 
3 runs: $ .95/line Personals: $.50
Deadlines
Tuesday Publication: Noon Friday 
Thursday Publication: Noon Tuesday
Adjustm ents
Read your ad on the first day it appears. If you 
cannot find your ad or discover an error in 
your ad, call 650-3528 or come into the office. 
Positively no allowance made for errors after 
the firs t insertion of advertisement. No 
allowance of correction w ill be made 
without a receipt.
Placing Ads 
To place a classified ad, come to the Office of 
Student Publications, located in the UC, Rm. 
2022, and fill out a classifieds form. 
Alestle Office Hours:
Monday thru Friday: 8am  - 4:30pm
650-3528
Carefree Condominium: This handsome 
habitat is nestled in the heart of Edwardsville. 
Master bedroom suite w/adjoining full bath, 
‘ 2nd level loft bedroom with bath and study 
that overlooks living room. 'Some hardwood 
floors, ’ six panel doors, ’ beautiful woodwork, 
'Cathedral ceilings, ’ stain glass windows, 
’ fireplace, ’ covered deck, ’ carpet, plus 
additiona parking. ’ Lots of storage, ’ central 
vac, ’ appliances, ’ washer/dryer hook-up, 
’ yard care included. ’ Why not own, 222 
Leverett Lane? Shown by appointment. Only 
$112,750. ’ Contact Mardra Johnson 
Thomas with Coldwell Banker Brown Realtors, 
6 1 8-444-55 55 . 4/27/06
1993 Mazda Protege 65,000 miles, good 
condition, $3,000. Washer/dryer $100, 
industrial size microwave $75. 4/27/06
1997 Chevrolet Camaro Z28, 83K miles, 
30th Ann. Package, $8,000 obo. Please call 
618-444-8796. 4/27/06
M ISCELLANEOUS
Used books at bargain prices. Good Buy 
Bookshop, Loveioy lib ra ry  Room 0012, 
Wednesdays and Thursdays 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Sponsored by Friends of bvejoy Library. 4/27/06
Whether you w ant to buy, sell, or rent a 
home, I can help. Contact Sheila Gergen of 
Strano Real Estate and Residential Rentals 
618-792-6102, www.SheilaGergen.com
4/27/06 _______
Superior products! Lifetime opportunity! 
Affordable, beneficial, convenient, residual 
income potential. Contact TODAY! 
rcraig@hotmail.com, 618-580-1244,618-459- 
3613. Please leave message. Thanks! 7/19/06
PERSONALS
40 isn't old If you're a tree. Happy Birthday 
Karla! From your friends at MUC. 4/27/06
The ladies of Alpha Phi want to congratulate 
Emilee Bussman on being sister of the week.
4/27/06________________________ ___________
Congratulations to Justin and Nathan for 
becoming the newest active members of 
Alpha Kappa Lambda on Friday night.
4/27/06
Congratulations to John Brecht for getting 
Alpha Kappa Lambda brother of the week this 
week. 4/27/06
Just a click away.
www.thealestle.com
WANTED
• Earn Money! 
Gain Experience 




- Digital Photography 
Production Assistant Wanted
The Alestle is looking fo r  graphic 
design students to work this summer 
and fa ll semester. Design ads for the 
school n ew spaper, p lu s learn  
Quark, Photoshop and the latest 
computer graphic applications. Learn 
how to use the Macintosh and other 
desktop equipment in a real ad 
production newspaper environment. 
Must be available to work Friday and 
Tuesday afternoons.
For more inform ation, 
call G raphics Supervisor M ike Genovese
6 5 0 - 3 5 2 5
Alestle
a student publication
HELP W A N TED
Part-time w ork, 314-997-7873  $12 
base/appt., flexible schedule, customer 
sales/service, scholarship opportunities.
6/14/06
Waitresses needed at Show-Me's 
Restaurant in Fairview Hejahts, 200 Lincoln 
Rd., and on the Landing, 724 N. 1 st St. Apply 
in person. 4/27/06
Part-time work, 618^235-8778, starting at 
$8/hr., 30-40 hrs. per week. Start ASAP for 
entire summer. 4/27/06
Individual needed to work in local 
newspaper office. Hours: 8:30 a.m .-1:30 
p.m., Monday thru Friday. Able to multitask. 
Attention to detail a must. If interested or any 
questions, call 656-4700 ext. 20. 5/24/06
Local Home Improvement and Landscape 
Company currently seeking people skilled in 
Home Improvement a n d /o r Landscape 
Construction. Flexible schedule. Rate of pay 
based on experience and ability. 659-3523 
5/31/06 _  _____
Summer Pt w ork/ days. Edwardsville area, 
259-88 50 . 4/27/06
Accountant needed for local office. 
Flexible work schedule available to grad 
students. Call 659-8795 to apply. 4/27/06
Small housedeaning company needs part 
time help. No weekends o r evenings. 2 or 3 
hour shifts available. We provide all 
equipment. You need reliable transportation. 
Call 656-0005. $6 .75/hour to start.4/27/06
SUMMER WORK $15base-appt. Customer 
sales/service. Flex schedules. rT/PT. All ages,




m i k  «  n  u sPix Me
It’s all free  for me,
0  # S \ " ;;'X ^
X
<Which is usually 
a good thing.)— —
Now,
ROOMMATES WANTED
Huge four bedroom house, 10 minutes 
fromSIUE. $250 +  utilities. 618-567-8060.
4/27/06
Two bedroom apartm ent, quiet area. Fully 
equipped kitchen, w /d  and cable hook-up. 
Union Street Apartments, 127 East Union 
Street, 656-1624. 4/27/06
Im m ediate occupancy! Large 2br
apartment close to SIUE, s/w /t paid. 656- 
7337 or 656-4102 4/27/06
2BR apt. in Maryville. Brand new. $750/mo. 
Appliances. W/S/T included. 618-779-2864
4/27/06 ________ "
2 BR apt. in Maryville. Appliances, w /s/t 
included. Lease and credit check required. 
$450/mo. +  deposit. 618-444-56194/27/06
Secure your housing now! Renting 2 and 3 
bed townhomes for next semester. Close to 
campus, free cable t.v. Call today. Starling 
$780. 692-9310, www.rentchp.com 4/27/06
1 bedroom redecorated house with garage. 




when people are wasting your time, they’re not wasting your money.
Call Me • Text Me • Pix Me
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